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ABSTRACT
Complex learned sequential behaviors, such as speaking, playing musical instruments and
singing, occur in daily life. To understand the neural mechanisms governing the generation and
learning of these complex motor sequences, the vocal system of songbirds has been used as an
excellent model. Many studies have been focused on how the stereotyped song sequence is
generated by the neural circuit of zebra finches. A more complex aspect of the birdsong, the
syntactic organization of the vocal sequences that is common in both birdsong and human
language, has not been well studied. The Bengalese finches sing variable songs that follow certain
syntactic rules, and therefore can be used as a tool to study the syntax control of birdsong. This
thesis progressively investigates where the song syntax is encoded in the Bengalese finch vocal
system using various perturbation methods.
The first section of the thesis demonstrates that HVC, a premotor song control nucleus,
plays an active role in encoding the syntax. Changing temperature in HVC strongly affects the
length of the syllable repeats. In addition, the transition probabilities at several branching points
are altered by temperature. In contrast, changing temperature in the downstream area RA does not
affect song syntax. These findings suggest that the neural activity in HVC generates the syntax
and is not instructed by inputs from higher order areas.
Auditory feedback plays an important role in shaping the syntax of Bengalese finch
songs. The second section explored how the real-time distorted auditory feedback (DAF) affects
the syntax. The syllable repeats are reduced by DAF, which is similar to the effect of cooling
HVC. This suggests that the auditory feedback influence on syntax may be mediated via HVC.
Songbird singing is controlled by bilateral brain hemispheres. The third part of the thesis
investigates the function of the two HVCs in timing and syntax control by unilaterally changing
temperature in HVC. The left HVC is found to control the timing of the syllables, while both
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HVCs control the timing of the gaps. Most syllable repeats are controlled by only one
hemisphere. The transition probabilities at the branching points are controlled by both
hemispheres.
The final part of the thesis develops a method that can wirelessly stimulate the neural
circuit in behaving small animals. The device is tested in a zebra finch whose song is altered by
electric pulses during singing. Potential experiments are proposed for studying the neural
mechanisms of syntax generation using this device.
Taken together, all the four projects are dedicated to study the neural mechanisms of the
syntactic sequence generation of birdsong.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sequential behavior is ubiquitous in humans and across various animal species. For
example, a fly grooms its head, legs and body in a programmable manner; songbirds sing long
bout of songs; and the humans can perform a variety of complex sequential movements, such as
playing a musical instrument, speaking a language and so forth. Sequence learning is important
for humans to acquire skills. How the brain generates complex sequences and how animals learn
these sequences have been fundamental questions in neuroscience. Studies have shown that the
sequence of actions are controlled hierarchically.1,2 A typical example is the human language: a
sentence consists of words that are grammatically linked, and a word is a combination of
phonemes. Cognitive experiment on "artificial grammar learning" has shown that humans cannot
learn a language if the strings of words do not follow a certain syntax.3 The concept of syntax, as
the rule that governs the sequence of discrete elements, can be generalized to other motor
sequences as well.4,5 How exactly the brain encodes the syntax of actions, however, has not been
solved. The neural basis for generating simple motor sequences, such as locomotion, respiration
and swallowing have been extensively investigated.6–9 These types of rhythmic simple
movements are controlled by central pattern generators (CPGs) that can generate oscillatory
activity without rhythmic sensory or central input.6,10,11 Long, complex movements, such as
birdsongs and human speech, however, may not be simply explained by the CPG mechanism.12
The songbird has emerged as an excellent model system for studying the generation and
learning of complex motor sequences.13–15 Songbirds acquire their songs through learning. Like
human infants learning to speak, the young birds learn the songs by imitating their fathers'
songs.15–17 Birdsong is comprised of a complex pattern of discrete sound bursts that are
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structurally organized on various timescales.18 The basic song elements are called syllables,
which are several tens of milliseconds in duration and have identifiable temporal and spectral
structures18–23 (Fig. 1-1 b). The song complexity varies across species with syllable repertoires
ranging in size from less than 5 syllable types such as swamp sparrows (Melospiza georgiana) to
larger than 1000 syllable types such as brown thrashers (Toxostoma rufum).24–27 The song of a
zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata), a songbird that has been most studied, is composed of
repetitions of a few syllables that are strung in fixed sequences called motifs 18 (Fig. 1-1 b). The
song motifs of a zebra finch have very little variation in duration and acoustic structure. 28 Their
songs, due to the high stereotypy in sequence, are called linear songs. In contrast, canaries
(Serinus canaria) have very variable songs29–31. A canary song is formed by blocks of syllable
repeats and the blocks are linked by variable sequences32. The song of a Bengalese finch
(Lonchura striata domestica, Fig. 1-1 a, c) lies between these two extremes - there is both a
deterministic component and a stochastic component.33,34 The stochastic component is
characterized by a variable number of repeated syllables and multiple transition possibilities at
the branching points.33–36
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Figure 1-1. Zebra finch song and Bengalese finch song.
(a) Bengalese finch; (b) A segment of zebra finch song; (c) a segment of Bengalese finch
song. Letters label the syllables.

Some birds, such as finches, start with highly variable songs called sub-songs.19,37
Juvenile birds gradually improve their songs by listening to the adults and imitating their songs. 38
In about 3 months post-hatch, their songs are transformed to a sequence of highly stereotyped
syllables in both acoustic structure and order.39 Because these birds cannot learn new songs after
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they are sexually matured, their syllable repertoires are fixed. They are called the age-limited
learners or close-ended learners.40–42 On the contrary, some birds, such as canaries, which can
expand their repertoire by learning new songs even as adults, are called open-ended learners.40
The Bengalese finch, a close-ended learner, is endowed with the capability to generate variable
songs with its finite syllable repertoire, which allows us to study how the brain generates
syntactical behavior that has a relatively simple mathematical representation.33,34
There have been a number of studies focusing on the neural mechanisms of song
production in the zebra finch.22,43–46 As is reviewed in the next section, song production in zebra
finch is accomplished by the interplay between a few distinct brain areas with very stereotyped
neural activities. Much less is known about the neural mechanisms behind how Bengalese finch
produces the variable songs. The two finch species are closely related47,48, indicating that similar
neural mechanisms might also apply to the Bengalese finch33. Starting from what people have
known about zebra finch, we can modify the model to make it produce more complex and
flexible motor patterns. This thesis explores which brain areas of a Bengalese finch are involved
in syllable sequencing using brain manipulation techniques.

1.1 Avian vocal system
Anatomy
Around ten songbird brain nuclei have been identified to be involved in singing. These
nuclei are involved in two major pathways - a motor pathway and an anterior forebrain pathway
(AFP) are found to be responsible for producing and learning the song29,49 (Fig. 1-2). Each brain
hemisphere has a complete set of these pathways.50
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The motor pathway which consists of the premotor nucleus HVC (proper name), the
robust nucleus of the arcopallium RA, and the tracheosyringeal part of the hypoglossal nucleus
nXIIts, is organized in a hierarchical and feedforward way to control the vocal organs called
syrinx.29,49,51,52 The premotor nucleus HVC is the highest level of the vocal control pathway.44,53
HVC projects to the downstream area RA, which in turn projects to the motor nucleus nXIIts that
innervates the syringeal muscles. The AFP, starting from HVC and ending at RA, passing along
the basal ganglia-like area X, which is homologous to the mammalian basal-ganglia the thalamic
nucleus DLM and nucleus LMAN (the lateral magnocellular nucleus of the nidopallium), is found
to be necessary for song learning but not for song production.54–58 In addition to the feedforward
pathways, there is also a feedback loop that connects the dorsal part of RA (dRA) back to HVC
via the midbrain nucleus DM (dorsomedial intercollicular nucleus) and the pontomedullary
respiratory areas59, thalamic nucleus uvaeformis (Uva)53,60,61 and nucleus interface of the
nidopallium (NIf).62–64 Unlike in mammals, birdbrains do not such structure that directly connects
the two cerebral hemispheres homologous to the corpus callosum.52 There is interconnection
between the two sides in the brainstem including the respiratory area and DM, both of which
projects bilaterally to the thalamic nuclei Uva61,65,66. Information from the two hemispheres can be
exchanged in brainstem and the bilateral projections to Uva.
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Figure 1-2. Vocal pathways in the brain of a songbird.
Red highlights the motor pathway; blue highlights the anterior forebrain pathway
(courtesy of Eugene Akutagawa and Masakazu Konishi, 2005).

Function
The HVC has been found to encode the temporal structure of the song
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and to be the

driving force behind song timing.46 Using antidromic activation, three kinds of neurons, including
HVC-RA projection neurons (HVC(RA)), HVC-area X projection neurons (HVC(X)) and the
inter-neurons (HVCi), can be identified.45,67,68 The HVC(RA) neurons fire sparsely during singing
- only once per motif in zebra finch - and are precisely time-locked to the song with a jitter for
only about 1ms.45 In zebra finch, a HVC(RA) neuron fires at a precise time of a motif. 45 The
downstream RA neurons, whose firing pattern is also time locked to the song, however, fire at
multiple time points. At each moment, a stereotyped subpopulation of RA neurons are turned on
while others are off and in this way the acoustic structure is represented by the activities of RA
ensembles.45,69 Although multiple lines have pointed to feed-forward connections from HVC to
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RA, reciprocal connections from RA back to HVC have also been observed.70 How the RA
activity can shape neural activity in HVC is not clear yet. The HVC(X) neurons display timelocked spiking activity during singing as well68,71, but fire less sparsely so, compared to
HVC(RA).68 The HVC(X) neurons are believed to send a efference copy of the timing of the
premotor sequence to the basal-ganglia-related circuit68, where the song performance and the
stored template may be compared and errors may be corrected.17 The interneurons have tonic and
non-sparse neural activity during singing that is time-locked to the song but the pattern is less
stereotyped.68 The HVCi neurons are believed to provide synaptic inhibition to the projection
neurons.67 Multiunit recording in zebra finch HVCs in both hemispheres shows short episodes of
interhemispheric synchronization during singing.66
Forebrain lesion in juvenile birds leads to the development of abnormal songs.54,55,72
Lesion of LMAN in adult zebra finch causes less variability of syllable structure, suggesting that
the AFP provides exploratory variations to the motor pathway.58,73,74 Controversial arguments
have been made for the role of LMAN in generating the sequence variability. Hampton et al
found that LMAN lesion in Bengalese finch adults reduced the syllable variability but did not
affect the sequence variability.75 However, Hamaguchi et al discovered that LMAN neural
activity can propagate to HVC via the midbrain pathway, and augmented LMAN activity caused
increase of sequence variability in zebra finch adults.76
Along the feedback loop from RA back to HVC, the respiratory brainstem network can
drive HVC activity bilaterally via Uva.77 It has been proposed that the respiratory feedback
initiates the next syllable during the inter-syllable gaps and therefore it should determine the song
sequence.78
As a major auditory input to HVC, NIf may hold the key of auditory feedback to HVC
during singing.62,63,79 Birds rely on auditory feedback to different degrees to produce songs. 80–87
Bengalese finch has real-time reliance on auditory feedback during singing.86 Altering auditory
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feedbacks affects song syntax, indicating a possible mechanism for syntax generation through the
interplay between auditory feedback and HVC activity for syntax generation in Bengalese
finch.86,87 Lesion in NIf eliminates the song selective neural response in the HVC of zebra finch62
and also reduces the song complexity of Bengalese finch.88

1.2 Theoretical models for birdsong production
The neural mechanisms underlying sequence generation have been studied for years. In
one of the models, the sequence is thought to be generated with respect to a common clock. For
example, the sequential activation of place cells in the hippocampus is phase-locked to the thetaoscillation.89–91 In another model, the sequence is thought to be successively activated in a chainlike manner.92–95 Although oscillations have been observed in HVC in vitro96, intracellular
recording in HVC(RA) neurons of singing zebra finches97 and the HVC cooling experiment46 has
provided evidence for the chain model.
The neural sequence in HVC was reproduced by a synfire-chain model in which neural
impulses propagate through groups of HVC(RA) neurons successively and drive the downstream
nuclei RA for moment-to-moment vocalization.95,98
The synfire-chain model alone, however, can only generate fixed sequences like zebra
finch songs. For Bengalese finch songs, new models are needed to describe the origin of the
sequence variability, which has not been clearly identified by experiments. Ideally, if one can
record HVC(RA) activity in Bengalese finch during singing, direct connection between the neural
activity and sequence variability may be revealed. However, to date, only HVC(X) activity has
been recorded in singing Bengalese finch.71 Various computational models have been proposed,
with the source of sequence variability being focused on 1) the competition between HVC(RA)
neurons99–101; 2) active noise input from other areas102; 3) auditory feedback103.
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The Bengalese finch is a mutant strain of the white-rumped (munia Lonchura striata), a
bird that is actually a linear song singer.33 Some mutation must have occurred to one or more of
the vocal control nuclei to cause sequence variability. Experiments have shown that the zebra
finch can be fostered by Bengalese finch parents and learn songs from them.47,48,71 Moreover, one
of the features of Bengalese finch song, the variable number of repeated syllables, can be
acquired by zebra finch as well.71 Therefore, the neural network that is thought to be wellunderstood in zebra finch should be able to extend to the Bengalese finch. It has been shown
computationally that, with a few modifications, a chain network of neurons can generate
probabilistic sequences.101 The synfire-chain model is modified in such a way that, at the
branching points, multiple chains compete with each other via mutual inhibition mediated by the
interneurons and finally only one chain can propagate. The transition probability is determined
by the synaptic strength between the branching chains. The model also allows self-transitions so
that the syllable repeats are possible. Each synfire-chain represents a state in a Markov chain. To
generate non-Markovian songs, same syllable can be represented by different states of a Markov
chain, so there is a many-to-one mapping from neural chains to song syllables. Sometimes, the
lengths of the observed syllable repeats follow a bell-shaped distribution, which cannot be
captured by a Markov model.34,71 To see this, suppose we have a two-state Markov chain, for
which P(A|A) = p and P(B|A) = 1-p. The probability to have an n repeat sequence given the first
is A is

, which follows a geometric distribution but not bell-shaped.

The repetition distribution can be realized by imposing a synaptic adaptation on the probability of
the recurrent transitions.34 Auditory feedback could also bias the transition probability via NIf.101
The chain model for zebra finch has been well supported by experiments. In addition to
that, we want to test in Bengalese finch if the branching chain model is correct. In this work, I use
various perturbation methods to tackle this question.
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1.3 Methods to study the neural basis for song production
Two methodologies have been generally used to study the brain. One is direct observing
the neural activity using electrophysiological methods and imaging. Thanks to the developments
in finer probe fabrication, microscopy, stain methods and so on, single neural activity can be
monitored in behaving animals104,105 and population activity can be visualized using fluorescent
dye under two-photon microscope106–108 or using fMRI.109,110 Before the technology was available
to observe the neurons directly, an indirect way was commonly used to relate the brain area with
its function by manipulating the brain. Many early studies have been done by brain lesion. 111
However, the irreversible damage of brain tissue may cause side effects that make the conclusion
ambiguous. Later on, as the neuron's electrophysiological basis was revealed, electrical
stimulation was widely used to transiently alter the neural activity in a controllable way. 112,113
Biochemical studies on the interaction of the neurotransmitters allow to locally change a
population of the neurons' behavior using pharmacological methods.114 Recently, genetic tools
have given researchers the freedom to vary the expression of certain neuron-related molecules so
as to investigate the neural mechanisms in a more microscopic level 115, and also later on, derived
the powerful optogenetic tools that allow selectively activation or inhibition a subpopulation of
neurons by light in behaving animals.116 Temperature manipulation has also been used to locally
change the dynamics of neural activity.117–121,46,122,123 Compared to brain lesion, temperature
manipulation is non-damaging and reversible; compared to electric stimulation, temperature can
target a larger population of neurons and give them a persistent effect; compared to
pharmacological methods, temperature is much easier to monitor than the concentration of
chemicals.
In the songbird field, all the above methods have been used for various purposes. The
branching chain model predicts that HVC neural activity itself can generate the sequence
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variability.101 To test this, one can manipulate the temperature of HVC without affecting other
areas and see if the syntax could be changed. If the syntax is not affected by the manipulation,
there would be two possible explanations: the perturbation cannot effectively alter syntax; or
some input from some higher order nucleus is enforcing the syntax. On the other hand, if the
syntax is changed due to this manipulation, it has strong implication that HVC plays an active
role in syntax generation.
By locally cooling HVC, a series of chemical reactions, such as the ion channel
open/close rate, are slowed down, resulting in a slowed propagation velocity through the chain
network and consequently, a slowed song production. This result was observed in the zebra finch
whose songs are linearly stretched by cooling.46,122 In zebra finch, the songs are deterministic,
indicating a chain connected in a linear fashion with no splits and thus no change in syntax by
cooling would be expected. However, in Bengalese finch, the transition probabilities between two
chains could be changed due to the change of relative synaptic strengths by temperature. For
example, the short-term synaptic plasticity124, shaped by the pre-synaptic calcium concentration,
vesicle depletion, neurotransmitter reuptake, receptor saturation, etc, could be affected.
To achieve a finer investigation on the moment-to-moment singing control by the two
HVC hemispheres, one can use electric stimulation that is delivered to either side of the brain at a
time during singing125, especially at the transitions where repeats or branching points occur. The
link between perturbed HVC activity and possible syntax change in this way would also be an
evidence for HVC encoding syntax.
In addition, direct neural activity recording during singing can provide important
information about whether the syntax is encoded within the neural activity in HVC. 45,71 If, for
example, different spiking pattern is observed on the same neuron at the same syllable type that
presents at different locations of a song, the many-to-one mapping can be proved.
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1.4 Summary of work
This work has been focused on using the perturbation methods to locate the brain areas
that are involved in generating the syntax of the song.

Chapter 2
How syntax is encoded in songbird brain is disputable. The focus of debate has been
whether HVC, the high vocal center that is responsible for the timing control of the song, can
encode the song sequence by its own dynamics101 or has to be instructed by a higher order area88.
In Chapter 2, I attempted to answer this question by carrying out temperature manipulation in the
HVC of a Bengalese finch and analyzed the change of song syntax. I found that in addition to
stretching the song timing, temperature also affected the syntax in terms of the distribution of
repeat length and the transition probabilities at the branching points. The repeat lengths were
reduced by cooling down HVC and increased by warming it up. Some of the transition
probabilities at the branching points were altered by cooling. These findings are consistent with
the idea that the syntax is encoded within HVC. To rule out the possibility that the downstream
area RA may affect the syntax through the reciprocal connections back to HVC, I carried out
cooling in RA. The syntax was not found to be altered with RA cooling.

Chapter 3
Auditory feedback has been suggested to affect the syntax of Bengalese finch song. 86,87
We hypothesize that auditory feedback is important to maintain the bell-shaped distribution of the
repeats. In this chapter, I explored the role that auditory feedback may play in the repeats using
real-time distorted auditory feedback (DAF). The repeat length was reduced with DAF presented.
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This effect resembles the cooling effect on repeats and suggests that the effect of cooling on
repeats are auditory feedback mediated.

Chapter 4
There is high inter-hemispheric coordination between the two HVCs, even though they
are not directly connected. Episodes of synchronized activity by multiunit recording were
observed in the zebra finch.65 The left and right HVCs were found to quickly switch their
dominance in controlling singing.46,125 In Bengalese finch, lateralization of the syrinx movement
was observed126, indicating an asymmetric control by the two HVCs. The branching chain model
also indicates that both timing and syntax control should be dominant in only one hemisphere.101
In Chapter 4, I further study the role of the two HVC hemispheres using unilateral cooling. I
found that the timing of the syllables was only affected by left HVC cooling while the syntax was
affected by both sides.

Chapter 5
Electric stimulation has been an important tool for studying the moment-to-moment
singing control by HVC.53,125 In Chapter 5, I describe the design of a simple wireless device that
can deliver electric pulses in behaving small animals. This device was tested in a zebra finch.
Songs were successfully interrupted by electric stimuli. A paradigm about how to stimulate either
hemisphere at a random time of a song is described.
In conclusion, all the projects were dedicated to study the mechanisms for syntax
generation in the songbird.
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Chapter 2
Neural substrate of birdsong syntax identified by cooling the brain
Syntactical rules underlie temporal order in many behavioral sequences, such as human
language and birdsong. The neural substrates of syntax are poorly understood. Here we use
reversible temperature change to study the role of the neural activity within the premotor brain
area HVC (proper name) of a songbird in syntactic organization of the song. Changing HVC
temperature alters the song syntax: it affects the distributions of the lengths of most syllable
repeats and changes the syllable transition probabilities of some syllable branching points. The
finding strongly implicates HVC as a key player in the song syntax generation. Our results
demonstrate the power of local reversible manipulations of neural circuitry for localizing the seat
of syntax in the brain.

2.1 Introduction
Syntax is a critical aspect of human language that enables generation of virtually
unlimited sequences of words with a finite set of rules.127 Other behavioral sequences in humans
and animals, such as music128, birdsong129, songs of rock hyraxes130, and grooming in rodents131
also follow syntactical rules. Understanding the neural mechanisms of syntax across animal
species and humans might shed light on the evolutionary origin of human language, and help to
treat speech and language disorders such as stuttering or agrammatism. Where and how syntactic
rules are encoded in the brain remains a critical unsolved problem in systems neuroscience. In
human brain, the brain loci controlling speech syntax have been searched using functional
magnetic resonance imaging132, positron emission tomography133, and brain lesions in aphasic
patients134,135. In animal systems, lesioning has been the main method for locating the sites
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controlling syntax.88,131 However, lesions can disrupt the brain circuitry beyond the site of lesion,
for example, by damaging the fibers passing through the lesion site. Furthermore, brain circuitry
may have compensatory reactions to lesions, obscuring the true role of the lesioned site in the
intact brain. Imaging techniques, while noninvasive, are correlational and lack direct causal proof
that a brain site is enforcing syntactical rules. In this work, we use rapid and reversible
manipulations of local brain temperature in an intact brain to establish a causal link between the
songbird forerbain premotor area HVC (used as a proper name) and birdsong syntax.
Songbird has emerged as a model system for investigating the neural mechanisms of
production and learning of vocal sequences.14,136–139 Birdsong consists of sequences of
stereotypical acoustic elements – song syllables (Fig. 2-1a, b). Syllable sequences of many
species are variable and follow syntactic rules.32–34 The syntax of the Bengalese finch song can be
characterized by a syllable transition diagram (Fig. 2-1c). The syllable transition has branching
points: a syllable can be followed by one of several different syllables with different
probabilities.140 Some syllables can also transition to themselves and repeat a variable number of
times.141 Longer repeats are usually more variable.
A forebrain premotor area HVC has been shown to be critical for singing29 and to play a
prominent role in defining the fine scaled timing of acoustic features in the song.28,43,45,68,69,97 Brief
bursts of spikes of HVC projection neurons time-lock to the acoustic features down to 1ms,
making the HVC neural activity one of the most temporally precise patterns known to be
generated by neural circuits.45 Manipulations of neural activity in HVC were shown to alter the
song tempo.46 These observations are consistent with the idea that the propagation of spikes on
synaptic chains in HVC is encoding the song timing down to the millisecond timescale. 95,97
Where and how birdsong syntax is encoded is not understood, and the role of HVC in syntax is
debated. Auditory feedback can have an effect on the song syntax142,86,143; also, neural correlates
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of the syllable sequence have been observed.71,144 However, no direct causal link between activity
in any brain area and syntax has been found.

Figure 2-1. Bengalese finch song structure on several time-scales
(a) The song bout consists of a sequence of song syllables (labeled above the plot with
letters a through k). (b) Song syllables are separated by silences (syllable gaps). (c) The song
syntax can be visualized by a transition diagram where arrows show the allowed transitions
between the syllables.

Several distinct candidate mechanisms of syntax generation in birdsong have been
proposed. In the hierarchical model, song syllables are encoded in HVC and are activated by
input from the higher brain area (for example, nucleus interfacialis (NIF)). 88 In this model, HVC
encodes the song syllables but plays no active role in the syntax. An alternative possibility is that
HVC itself is the primary site of syntax generation.101 In this picture, synaptic chains of HVC
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projection neurons encode the song syllables; the chains are connected into branching patterns.
Competition between the chains at the branching points through a “winner-take-all” mechanism is
generating variable sequences. The song syntax is encoded in the connection patterns of the
synaptic chains.101 It has also been proposed that the neural feedback through the brainstem is
predominantly responsible for the syntax.78
Our experiments directly probe the role of HVC in song syntax through real-time
reversible manipulations of HVC temperature in the Bengalese finch. As will be shown below,
cooling HVC reduces the length of syllable repeats and changes the transition probabilities of
branching points. HVC is thus critically involved in generation of the song syntax. These results
cast serious doubt on the hierarchical model. Our findings are consistent with the branching chain
network model, modified to allow auditory feedback to influence syllable transitions.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Manipulations of HVC temperature
We engineered a device for reversible local temperature manipulation of the brain,
similar to a recently described device.123 Briefly, the device consists of a Peltier thermoelectric
element, gold-plated contact pads, and a heatsink. The contact pads of the device are placed on
the surface of the brain, and the device is attached to the skull by dental acrylic (Fig. 2-2 a, c).
Application of a direct current to the device causes changes of the brain temperature in the
vicinity of the cooling pad. The temperature of HVC is monitored by a miniature thermocouple
inserted into the HVC at a depth of 0.5mm (Fig. 2-2 b). All procedures are carried out in
accordance with the IACUC protocol approved by the local Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.
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Figure 2-2. Cooling device
(a) Schematic of the experiment. The contact pad is placed on the surface of the brain and
its temperature is altered by electric current flowing through the thermoelectric element. (b) The
dependence of temperature within HVC (at a depth of 0.5mm) vs. the direct current applied to the
thermoelectric element. (c) The device on a freely behaving Bengalese finch.

2.2.2 Changing temperature in RA
The cooling probes to be inserted into RA were made by gold-plated silver wires that
were 300µm in diameter and 4.5mm in length, with 4mm separation (Fig. 2-3 a). The probes were
coated by polyimide tubing with 510µm inner diameter and 560µm outer diameter. Small amount
of Torr Seal was used to glue the tubing to the silver probe. A bare tip around 0.5mm long was
left to contact the brain tissue for cooling. Temperature drop at the tip is about one half of the
temperature drop at the cold side of the Peltier module, yielding the feasibility to use the same
Peltier module with copper mesh heat sink to cause sufficient temperature change in RA. A very
fine thermocouple (IT-24P, Physitemp Instruments, 230µm in diameter) was inserted in the same
tubing along with one of the probes into the brain. The distance between the tip of the
thermocouple and the tip of the probe is about 0.25mm.
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The cooling device was implanted in an anaesthetized bird with probes bilaterally
inserted into RA, at a beak angle of 60°, about 1mm posterior and 2mm lateral to the midsagittal
bifurcation and 1.7mm in depth. We demonstrated that the probes reached RA and effectively
changed temperature in RA using electrophysiology. After the device was fixed on the skull with
dental acrylic, the head angle was rotated backward by 15°. RA area was probed by a carbon fiber
electrode (Carbostar-1, Kation Scientific) inserted about 200µm anterior to the spots where the
right cooling probe was inserted (Fig. 2-3 b). The spontaneous neural activity was recorded with
different currents applied to the Peltier module (TE-18-0.45-1.3, TE Technology, Inc). To
eliminate the AC pickup by the power supply to the cooling device that severely reduced the
signal to noise ratio, a 9-volt battery with an adjustable resistor was used as the current supply.
The neural signal was amplified by 100 times and filtered with a cut-off frequency at 2kHz (FLA01, Cygnus Technology) and then fed into an A/D converter (USB 6211, National Instrument)
and recorded at a sample rate of 40000 Hz. After the neural signal was taken and the effect was
confirmed, the bird was put back into the cage and allowed to wake up.
To estimate the temperature change in RA, we first took the temperature measured by the
thermocouple that was implanted along with one of the probes. To avoid damaging RA, the
probes were inserted right across the edge of RA (where RA activity was first observed). We
assumed an exponential decrease of temperature change with distance. If we model RA as a
sphere with 0.5mm radius, the temperature change at the center of RA would be about

of

the amount measured by the thermocouple. According to Long et al (2008)46, the distance
constant λ is about 1.2mm. Therefore, we estimated the temperature change in RA to be 0.66
times the measurement, yielding a range between -5K to 3.5K in our experiment.
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Figure 2-3. Device for RA cooling
(a) Photo of the probes on the cooling device. (b) Surgery illustration. (c) RA temperature
measured by the thermocouple vs dc current applied to the Peltier device.

2.2.3 Histology
After the experiment was done on a bird, the brain was taken for histology to confirm that
the RA probes were inserted at the right spots. The brain tissue was submerged in the fixation
solution (4% buffered paraformaldehyde) for two days. Brain slices of 100 µm thickness were
obtained using Oxford vibratome sectioning system. The brain areas were confirmed with the
trace of the probes under the optical microscope.

2.2.4 Data acquisition and analysis
Undirected songs were recorded (16-bit resolution, sample rate 40 kHz) and analyzed offline. Recording was triggered when the acoustic intensity crossed the threshold. Recordings
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shorter than 2 seconds were discarded immediately. The songs were then screened offline based
on the rhythm of the acoustic profile. To obtain the song rhythm, the raw signal was first
converted to the logarithm scale. The signal was then decimated with a cutoff at 30 Hz, after
which, fast Fourier transform (FFT) was performed on this signal. A song was recognized if its
mean spectrum amplitude between 8Hz and 10Hz was above a threshold. Segmentation of the
song into song syllables and inter-syllable gaps was done based on the envelope amplitude
crossing a threshold. The separations that were less than 5ms were merged. Syllables that were
shorter than 5ms were discarded. A finer search for the actual syllable boundaries was made by
finding the maxima around the detected onsets and minima around the offsets of the first order
derivatives of the acoustic power. Segmentation was then manually checked and corrected.
About 10 songs were classified manually based on the syllable structures. The
spectrogram of a song was converted to a binary version to reduce the effect of amplitude
variation. The first 65ms (as a mean of all syllable durations) of the syllables was used for
classification. Those that were shorter than 65ms were padded with zeros. The spectrogram
segments of syllables were vectorized into a single dimensional, and were used for training a
support vector machine (SVM). The trained SVM was then used to predict the classification of
other datasets from the same bird. After the songs were sorted automatically, an offline inspection
was made to correct any wrong classifications (see Appendix A for details).
To assess the effects of temperature changes, we compare the durations of the song
syllables, the durations of the inter-syllable gaps and the sequences of song syllables in the songs
under the control condition and when HVC temperature was altered. To eliminate the possible
long-term changes in the song, data comparison is done between the control data and the test
condition data collected on the same day. Time intervals when brain temperature is altered are
interleaved with the time intervals when the brain temperature is not changed to ensure that
temperature manipulation does not cause irreversible song changes.
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Fractional stretch of the duration of song elements
At each temperature, the mean duration of each song element (each type of song syllable
and each type of inter-syllable gap) is computed. For each song element, a least squares linear fit
of the mean duration vs. temperature change is performed; data at each temperature are weighted
by the inverse square of the standard deviation. The slope of the least squares fit is divided by the
mean duration of the song element in the control condition to give a fractional stretch of the song
element, expressed in per cent per degree Kelvin (%/K).
Analysis of temperature effects on the length of syllable repeats
We computed the mean lengths of the repeats for all the repeating syllables at different
temperatures. For each syllable repeat, we computed the least squares fit of the mean repeat
length vs. temperature. The slope of the fit was divided by the mean length of the repeat in the
control condition to give the fractional change of the repeat length vs. temperature, expressed in
per cent per degree Kelvin (%/K). To assess whether the syllable repeat length is significantly
affected by temperature, we tested whether the fractional change of the repeat length is
significantly greater than zero. We used a one-tailed t-test and significance level p= 0.05 as a
criterion for the slope of linear regression to be significantly different from zero.
To assess the correlation between the variability of the repeat length and the cooling
effect on repeat length, we calculated the standard deviations of the repeat lengths from all the
control data. We computed a linear fit of the rate of change with temperature vs. the standard
deviation of the repeat length (Fig. 2-5 d). We used a t-test to test that the computed slope is
significantly different from zero and, thus, that there is a statistically significant correlation
between the standard deviation of the repeat length and the fractional change of the syllable
repeat length.
To test if the change of repeat length is due to the conservation of the repeat duration, we
simulated the repeat length distribution in this scenario. The simulated repeat length distribution
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was generated from the distribution of the total repeat duration in control condition as
, where

is the distribution of the repeat duration of the control group and

is

the fractional change of timing by temperature, which is about -3.5%/K by taking the average of
syllable stretch and gap stretch. The simulated distribution was compared to the experimental
result using a one-tailed t-test.
Analysis of temperature effects on the branching points
To construct the transition probability matrix, we count the number of transitions from
syllable i to j (i≠j) and divide it by the total number of transitions from syllable i, so that the
elements in the transition probability matrix of each row sum up to 1. To make the transitions into
an irreducible Markov chain, a start/end state was introduced so that the sequence chains were
cyclic. The introductory notes were merged into the start/end state to eliminate their effect on the
sequence of the song. To separate the effect on repeats from the effect on branching points, we
did not count self-repeating transitions and treated the repeats as a single 'repeated syllable'. Thus,
the diagonal elements of the transition matrix are set to zero. To assess the difference between the
sets of transition probabilities at each branching point of the control songs and the songs cooled
by 4K, we used two-sided Fisher's exact test145 for the branching points that have rate transitions
and Pearson's

test for the rest. We ignore the branches that occur very rarely: we only consider

the branches that occur at least ten times in both conditions. The branching points are defined as
those that have more than one type of transition after we omitted the rare ones. For RA cooling
data, we used Pearson's

test to see if there is dependence of the transition frequencies on the

temperature.
For those branching points that were significantly affected by temperature, we confirmed
the effect by carrying out a day-to-day comparison. We constructed the "

" table for each day

with the rows as the temperature conditions ("control" and "cooled") and the columns as the
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branches. Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel (CMH) statistic146 was used to test if there was consistent
change of transition probabilities by temperature across days. The CMH statistic, as an extended
statistic, testing for repeated categorical data, in the case of a "

" table, is defined as

, with 1 degree of freedom. We used the odds ratios
between the two groups to visualize the consistency of the day-to-day variation of the probability
distribution. For example, if the branching point has two-way branches, the odds ratio between
cooled and control groups would be

. We used the natural logarithmic scale

of OR to make the plots and the corresponding standard error for

is

. If there are more than two branches in a branching
point, the subgroup that has the least change by temperature is merged.
Analysis of sequence variability
We approximate the song sequence as a Markov chain in which the selection of a syllable
is only dependent on the immediately preceding one. For the long repeats, reduction of repeat
length by cooling will reduce the very biased transition probability of the self-transitions and
consequently increase the transition entropy. To separate the entropy changes due to change of
transition probabilities of branching points, but not due to syllable repeats, we merged the
sequences of repeated syllables into one repeated syllable by setting the diagonal elements in the
syllable transition matrices to zero. We used transition entropy, defined as

,

to quantify the variability of the transitions at the ith branching point. To compare the change of
transition entropies between control and cooled songs, we bootstrapped the distribution of the
transition entropies by carrying out the following steps:
1) Count the number of transitions

and

.
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2) Resample the counts to have the same

as the actual data but are with

replacement.
3) Calculate the transition entropies for each condition using the resampled transition
probabilities.
4) Compute

.

5) Repeat step 2-4 for 1000 iterations. If the 5% quantile of the bootstrapped distribution
is greater than zero, the increase is considered to be significant.
For the transition entropy at different temperatures, we find the slope of transition
entropy vs. temperature for each branching point. The trend is considered to be significant if the
p-value of the t-test on the slope significantly smaller than 0 is less than 0.05.
The principal transition probability in a branching point is the probability of the most
frequent transition. The rest of the transitions are defined as minor transitions.
Analysis of the RA electrophysiology
Three trials of RA activity were taken for each temperature condition. Each trace was 20s
long. Spikes in a trace were automatically detected by threshold crossing and were plotted in one
graph aligned with their onsets. The spikes that had the same waveform were selected manually
in a Matlab GUI and the spike times were stored. The real time spike rates were estimated by
calculating the inter-spike-intervals and taking the inverse. The mean and standard deviation were
obtained from the real time spike rates. The slope of spike rate vs. temperature change was
estimated by linear regression.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 HVC temperature effects on timing
We made a device for reversible local brain temperature manipulation and used it to
change HVC temperature in Bengalese finches and study the effects of temperature changes on
the song (see Methods). Cooling HVC increases the duration of the song syllables and the intersyllable gaps of the Bengalese finch song (Fig. 2-4 a,b). Overall, these effects of temperature on
the song are similar to the effects previously observed in zebra finches.46,122 Cooling increases the
durations of song syllables by 2.8+/-0.9 %/K (mean +/- s.d., N=34 different syllables in 5 birds).
Durations of the inter-syllable gaps are increased by 4.2 +/- 2.5 %/K (mean +/- s.d., N=50 intersyllable gaps in 5 birds). The fractional duration change of the intersyllable gaps is significantly
larger than that of song syllables (p=3x10-4, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).

Figure 2-4. Cooling effect on song timing
(a) A song segment consisting of 4 syllables at different HVC temperatures, aligned to
the onset of the first syllable. Decreasing HVC temperature increases the syllable durations
whereas increasing the temperature reduces the durations.(b) Histograms for the fractional
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duration change of the song syllables (left) and inter-syllable gaps (right) for all the syllables and
gaps studied.

2.3.2 HVC temperature effects on syntax
In addition to affecting the duration of the song elements, changing HVC temperature
changes the syntax of the song. An example of the effect of temperature on the song syntax is
shown in Fig. 2-5 a. The song has a repeat of syllable A, and cooling HVC decreases the number
of times syllable A is repeated, or the repeat length (Fig. 2-5 a, b). Increasing HVC temperature
has the opposite effect – the repeat length of the syllable is increased.
Fig. 2c shows the mean repeat length vs. temperature for all the repeated syllables studied
(N=13 repeated syllables in 5 birds). We use the slopes of the repeat length with respect to
temperature (Fig. 2-5 c) for each syllable repeat to quantify the effect on the repeat length change
(see Methods). Overall, the repeat length of the syllable changes by 4.4 +/- 4.2 %/K (mean +/s.d. for all the repeated syllables). A statistically significant decrease of repeat length with cooling
was observed for 6 syllable repeats out of 13 repeats in 5 birds (p<0.05, t-test on whether the
slope of regression is greater than zero, see Methods). The degree to which the repeat length is
affected by temperature is correlated with the repeat variability and with the mean repeat length.
The length of the shortest repeats is not altered when the temperature is changed, whereas
majority of the longer repeats display a pronounced length change (Fig. 2-5 c).
For Bengalese finches, longer syllable repeats tend to be more variable in length, so the
degree to which the length of the syllable repeat is affected by temperature is also correlated with
the variability of the syllable repeat. Fig. 2-5 d shows the dependence of the rate of the change of
the repeat length on the standard deviation of the repeat length. Repeats having a larger length
variance are more strongly affected by temperature change, the effect is highly statistically
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significant: the slope of the fit is significantly different from zero (p=5×10-6, n=13, t-test on the
whether the slope is greater than 0).
Repeat length could be reduced if the time of the whole repeat (time between the onset of
the first syllable of the repeat to the offset of the last syllable of the repeat) had to be constant
while individual syllable is stretched. However, this possibility cannot account for the change of
repeat length by temperature. To address that, we first show that the total time of the repeat is not
conserved (Fig. 2-6 a). 5 of the 6 syllable repeats that are affected by temperature also display a
significant change in total duration with temperature. On the contrary, 4 short syllable repeats that
are not altered by temperature show a significant decrease of total time with temperature due to
the shortening of the syllable and inter-syllable gaps. These observations strongly suggest that the
repeat length is not constrained by the timing of the whole repeat. We next show that the
distribution of the repeat length, if constrained by the total duration, would yield a smaller effect
than what we observed. To simulate the time-conservation model, we generated the distribution
of repeat length at different temperature from the control data using

(see

Methods). As shown in Figure. 2-6 b, by cooling HVC by 2K, the distribution of repeat length is
significantly shifted to the left of the simulated distribution (p = 1.3×10-11, one-tailed t-test).
Therefore, our observation suggests that the change of repeat length by temperature is not due to
the necessity to compensate the total duration of the repeat but indeed a change of the number of
the repeats.
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Figure 2-5. Effects of HVC temperature on repeats
(a) Representative song segments at different HVC temperatures, aligned to the onset of
the first syllable A. Decreasing HVC temperature increases the length of the repeat of syllable A.
(b) Histograms of the repeat lengths of syllable A at different HVC temperatures. The
temperature change is indicated at the top of each plot. Cooling systematically shifts the
distribution, decreasing the mean number of repeats.(c) Dependence of the repeat length on
temperature for all repeated syllables. Error bars are s.e.m. Red curves indicate the syllable
repeats significantly (p<0.05, linear regression t-test for determining if the slope is different from
zero) affected by temperature; blue curves indicate the syllable repeats which are not significantly
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affected by temperature. Shorter syllable repeats tend to be unaffected by temperature whereas
most of the longer repeats are significantly affected by temperature. (d) Dependence of the
change of the repeat length with temperature on the standard deviation of the syllable repeat
length. The slopes are calculated from the 13 curves in (c) divided by the mean repeat length of
control. The plot shows that more variable syllable repeats (having larger s.d.) are more strongly
affected by temperature. The slope of the fit β = 4.5, it is significantly greater than zero (p=5×106 , n=13, t-test on the slope of linear regression).

Figure 2-6. Change of repeat duration
(a) Change of repeat duration with temperature. Red curves have positive slopes (n=5)
and blue curves have negative slopes (n=4). (b) Compared to the time-conservation model,
cooling by 2K yields greater reduction of repeat length (p=1.3×10, one-tailed t-test).

We found HVC temperature can also affect the transition probabilities of branching
points. To assess the effects of temperature on that, we compare the probabilities of the first-order
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syllable transitions in the control condition and when HVC is cooled by 4K. Fig. 2-7 a shows an
example of a branching point which is affected by HVC cooling. Syllable ‘k’ in the song can be
followed by either syllable ‘b’ or syllable ‘d’. The transition 'kb' is dominant under control
condition, but, when HVC is cooled, the transitions 'kb' and 'kd' both have probabilities closer to
0.5 (Fig. 2-7 a), the change of probability is statistically significant (p = 1.8×10-5, Fisher's exact
test).
Out of 23 branching points in 6 birds, 11 are significantly altered by cooling HVC by 4K
(p<0.05, two-sided Fisher's exact test). To rule out the inteference of the day-to-day variation of
the transition probabilities, Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel (CMH) test was used to examine if the
change of transition probability distribution is consistent across days. All those 7 branching points
chosen show consistent distribution change on different days. The natural logarithm of the odds
ratios (ln(OR)) between the control and cooled songs for choosing one branch over others from 3
different days are used to visualize the consistency of probability change (Fig. 2-7 c). They all
have the ln(OR) of each branching point either above or below 0 in all the 3 days.
We further explored if the change of the transition probability distributions is related to
the change of sequence variability. For each branching point, we calculated the transition entropy
(see Methods for definition) to see how random or deterministic the transition is. The transition
entropy can quantify the transition variability in such a way that the more deterministic a
transition is, the lower the transition entropy will be and vise versa. We observed an elevation of
transition entropy in 9 out of 23 branching points (tested by constructing the 95% confidence
interval of the entropy difference using bootstrap method), a decrease in only one branching point
and all the rest are not affected. The 9 branching points that show increase of transition entropy
belong to the branching points that are changed in transition probability distribution by
temperature. Therefore, most branching points that are affected by temperature are due to the
increase of randomness of the transitions, i.e., the decrease of transition probabilities of the
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frequent ones and the increase of transition probabilities of the rare ones (Fig. 2-7 c). The
direction in which the transition entropy changes is also consistent across various temperatures
(Fig. 2-7 d). In 7 out of 18 branching points, the transition entropy decreases as temperature
increases (Observed in 5 birds. We did not get enough data for the 6th bird). In conclusion, about
half of the branching points are affected by temperature, among which, most are driven in such a
way that higher temperature causes more deterministic transitions while lower temperature causes
more random transitions.
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Figure 2-7. Effects of HVC temperature on branching points
(a) Examples of a branching point affected by temperature. Top: spectrograms of song segments
showing that syllable j can be followed by either syllable a or k; bottom: the transition
probabilities to a and k from j under control and 4K cooling. Right: transition probabilities at
different temperature. (b) The day-to-day variation of the transition odds ratio (OR). 8 of the 11
branching points that are significantly altered by temperature are shown in this graph (the 3 that
are not shown have 0 count in some of the days). Error bars are the standard error of ln(OR). All
the 8 branching points have consistent odds ratios going to the same direction (ln(OR)>0 or
ln(OR)<0) in all the three days that are examined. (c) Transition probabilities in cooled vs control
songs. Solid dots are the transition probabilities belonging to the branching points that are
significantly affected, of which most principal probabilities (red dots) are below the 45° line,
while most minor probabilities (green dots) are above the 45° line. (d) Transition entropies of 18
branching points from 5 birds at different temperature. The red curves (n=7) have significant
decreasing trend (p<0.05, one-tailed t-test on slopes) with temperature.

2.3.3 Changing temperature in RA
The dynamics of RA during singing has been found to be driven by its upstream nucleus
HVC.46 Whether it would reshape the HVC activity via the reciprocal connection70 or the
feedback loop to affect the syntax of the song is not clear. We further argue that the HVC
temperature effect on the syntax is not a result of neural activity change in RA. In order to
address that, we bilaterally change the temperature of RA directly.
To demonstrate that the RA activity is actually altered by temperature, the spike rate of
the spontaneous spiking activity was measured with different RA temperatures in an
anaesthetized bird. The spikes become more sparse as temperature decreases (Fig. 2-8 a, b). The
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change of spike rate as a function of temperature is

Hz/K. The spike rate is increased

from the lowest to the highest temperature by 1.6 times. The implantation was also confirmed by
histology after the experiment was done (Fig. 2-8 c).

Figure 2-8. Cooling RA
(a) RA spiking in an anaesthetized bird at three different temperatures. (b) Change of
spikes per second with temperature. Error bars are the standard deviation of spike rate. (c)
Histology for RA cooling implantation. The black bar indicates where the cooling probe was
inserted.

Neither the song timing nor the syntax, however, is found to be affected by temperature
change in RA during singing (Fig. 2-9 a). The syllables are stretched by 0.35+\-0.20%/K (n=13)
and the gaps are stretched by 0.23+\-0.27%/K (n=16). Both the syllable and gap stretch are
significantly greater than 0 (stretch of syllables: p=2×10-5, one-tailed t-test; stretch of gaps:
p=0.01, one-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test), but significantly smaller than cooling in HVC
(stretch of syllables: p=3×10-7, one-tailed t-test; stretch of gaps: p=8×10-9, Mann-Whitney U-test).
The center of RA to the center of HVC has a distance for about 2.5mm. If the decay of
temperature change follows

, where

mm46, HVC should change about 12% as the

temperature change in RA, which is consistent with our observation of about 1/10 stretching
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effect as cooling HVC. Therefore, the change of song timing by cooling RA accounts for the
slight temperature change in HVC and RA temperature does not affect song timing.
Furthermore, the distribution of the repeat length stays the same at different temperatures.
By examining a long repeat that has great variability in repeat length, the variation between
groups of different RA temperatures is equal to the variation within the group of the same
temperature (p=0.9, Kruskal Wallis-test). The slopes of mean repeat length vs temperature on
each day do not show a consistent trend either (Fig. 2-9 b). Therefore, changing temperature in
RA does not have an effect on the repeat length as seen in the HVC temperature change
experiments.
RA temperature does not affect the transition probability distribution at the branching
points as well. For all the 5 branching points we investigated, the transition frequencies are not
found to be dependent on temperature (p>0.05, Pearson's chi-squared test for independence). In
addition, the transition entropies of the branching points are not changed by temperature either
(Fig.2-9 c).

Figure 2-9. RA cooling effects
(a) Distribution of fractional syllable stretch and gap stretch. (b) Mean repeat length with
different RA temperature on 3 days. None of them has a slope that is significantly different from
0 (p>0.05, t-test on the slopes). (c) Transition entropies of 5 branching points at different
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temperatures. the five curves all have slopes that are not different from 0 (p>0.05, t-test on the
slopes).

2.4 Discussion
Our experiments demonstrate the first real-time reversible brain circuitry manipulation
altering the syntax of the action sequence. Cooling effects on the song syntax show that HVC is
critically involved in syntax generation. This is the first direct demonstration of the significance
of neural activity within HVC in the syntax formation. Brain area HVC has attracted a lot of
attention as a site that plays a key role in the song generation, particularly in the song tempo
control. The relation between the "fine-scale" song timing that determines the duration of song
syllables and the higher level temporal control that defines the sequencing of syllables in the song
remains unclear. The involvement of neural activity within HVC in the syllable sequencing of the
song was not established until this study. Our findings cast serious doubts on the models of purely
hierarchical song organization, where HVC is determining the song tempo, but external command
input plays the dominant role in the song syntax. Involvement of HVC in song syntax shows that
there is overlap in the neural circuits and significant interdependence of the neural mechanisms
underlying the temporal patterning on a fine scale (timing within the song syllable) and the
temporal organization of the song on a larger timescale (organization of syllables into a
sequence).
The strongest temperature effect is on the change of repeat length. Syllable repetition is a
universal phenomenon in Bengalese finch songs. Studies on the effect of social context on repeats
show an increase of repeat length in the directed songs.141 Therefore, a well learned Bengalese
finch song should contain a considerable number of repeated syllables.
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The distribution of a repeated syllable's length remains stable across days (Fig. 2-10). Our
experiment links the encoding for repeat length to HVC, where the timing of the song is encoded.
The computation in HVC has been well described by a chain model.95,101 By allowing a
probabilistic transition among multiple chains, variable sequences like Bengalese finch songs can
be generated.101 If the transition between syllables is simply Markovian, the distribution of the
repeat length should follow a geometric decay, which is not what we see in the Bengalese finch
songs.71 As a result, the neural activity activated by the recurrent propagation should have been
modified each repetition to generate such a bell-shaped distribution. Changing temperature in
HVC can shift the distribution of the repeat length, indicating that temperature may have altered
the modification to each repetition cycle. Fujimoto et al observed neural activity in some of the
HVC(X) neurons that either increases or decreases in spike rates through a repeat. These neurons
seem to be acting as counters for the repeats. Temperature may have changed the rate of increase
or decrease in those HVC(X) neurons. Two mechanisms might be able to produce the counterlike behavior: the HVC neurons, such as those HVC(X) neurons, might be able to be self-excited
to produce a decaying or cumulative activity; or the neurons could be excited by external inputs,
such as the auditory feedback input and the feedback input from Uva, with which, even though
the neurons' own activity may be always decaying, they are kicked to produce either a slower
decay or accumulation. Changing temperature in HVC cannot distinguish those two possibilities,
because it can either change the neuronal properties for self-excitation or the synaptic properties
to receive the external inputs. In the next chapter, we will discuss a situation when the auditory
feedback is distorted, how the repeat can be affected, which sheds some light on explaining the
role of external input in producing repeats.
Our results on the change of repeat length does not support the idea that there is
"planning" of the temporal duration of the syllable repeat: the syllable is repeated during the
"planned" temporal interval. If the "planning" hypothesis is true, some area should encode for a
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longer time scale that holds for 1-2s.The observation that repeat duration is dependent on HVC
temperature, and possibly the subsequent state of dynamics or chemical properties of HVC
neurons, casts doubt on the existence of such areas or neural mechanisms. It is more likely that
how long the repeat is sung, is a dynamic decision that is affected by the change of neural activity
each cycle. Thus our result supports a Markov chain model with adaptation over a hierarchical
model.

Figure 2-10. Repeat length across days
(a) Distribution of repeat length on 5 different days. (b) The mean of the repeat length in
a period over 9 days. The same data are used as (a). Error bars are the s.e.m.. There is no
difference among the repeat lengths (p=0.67, one-way ANOVA test).

We saw a change of repeat length in only the longer repeats, but not the short ones. One
may argue that the short repeat has not much room to reduce in length further, however, warming
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HVC did not drive them to increase either. The short repeats do not have as much variability in
length naturally. These repeats are more like a deterministic sequence, only that the syllables in
this sequence have the same acoustic profile. The short repeats may be explained by a many-toone mapping that same syllables can be encoded by different neurons. In a neural network, these
neurons may not be connected in a recurrent fashion but rather a feedforward fashion as those in
the chain model. A desirable experiment to carry out would be to record HVC neuron activity
during singing and see how the neurons act at the short repeats and long repeats. If the hypothesis
is correct, it would also be interesting to find out how the long repeats are formed through
learning - is it a degeneracy of states or a primitive state before differentiating to multiple states?
When HVC temperature is changed, inter-syllable gaps stretch more than song syllables
for Bengalese finches, and the difference between the stretch of the syllables and gaps is larger
than the difference reported for zebra finch.122 This difference might be related to the differences
between the syntax of the zebra finch song and the Bengalese finch song and their underlying
neural mechanisms. The gaps in a Bengalese finch song are more variable in duration compared
to the syllables. In our model, the inter-competition among the candidate branching chains occurs
during the gaps. This competition process could cause greater variability in the duration of gaps
and may be less robust against the temperature change, resulting in a greater stretch in the gaps
compared to song syllables.
The finding that reversible manipulations of HVC circuitry alter the syntax of the song
may be consistent with several alternative syntax mechanisms, including the neural feedbackmediated syntax78 and co-articulation phenomenon144. Given the complexity of the neural
circuitry and the level of current understanding of biological circuits, further experiments will be
needed to decisively establish the neural mechanism that is consistent with all experimental
evidence. Additional questions about birdsong syntax remain, such as the interaction between the
motor circuits in the two hemispheres. It has been shown in zebra finch that the coordination of
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the two hemispheres plays a role in tempo generation46,125; however, the role of two hemispheres
in syntax control remains unknown.
To characterize the syntax changes in our experiments, we analyzed the changes in the
syllable transition probabilities. Although the changes in transition probabilities unambiguously
indicate the syntax change, transition probabilities alone do not fully capture the statistical
properties of the syllable sequences in the Bengalese finch.34,71,147 It will be interesting to see
whether more subtle changes in the syntax can be detected with statistically correct
representations of the song syntax, such as the partially observable Markov model with
adaptation34 and the long-range order of the song sequence.32

2.5 Conclusions
In summary, our experimental findings demonstrate the close inter-dependence of the
syntax and timing neural mechanisms and suggest that brain area HVC is the key site for the
birdsong syntax generation. This result restricts the plausible birdsong syntax models to the
models where the tempo and the syntax mechanisms are inter-dependent, and HVC is strongly
involved in both. This finding will motivate further theoretical and experimental studies
elucidating the neural mechanisms of temporal order.
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Chapter 3
The effect of distorted auditory feedback on Bengalese finch song syntax
Auditory feedback has been suggested to affect the birdsong syntax. 86 The HVC neurons
have been found to respond to the altered auditory feedback when a Bengalese finch is singing87,
suggesting that the auditory feedback effect on syntax may be mediated via HVC. We use
distorted auditory feedback (DAF) to test how the repeats and branching points are affected by
auditory feedback. This result, in combination with the cooling effects on syntax, can help us
understand how HVC may have functioned to control syntax. We find that DAF reduces repeat
length in a similar way as cooling. The DAF effects on branching points are also investigated.

3.1 Introduction
Auditory experience is necessary for young birds to learn songs. 81 Deafened young birds
cannot develop normal songs.38,80,148 Even when the songs are fully learned and stay stable, some
birds still rely on auditory feedback to maintain the quality of their singing performance. The
dependence on auditory feedback varies across species. Some close-ended learners, such as
white-crowned sparrows and chaffinches produce normal songs even 2 years after removal of
audition.16 Deaf zebra finch adults have gradual song deterioration within 6-8 weeks82,149, while
deaf Bengalese finch adults develop abnormal songs in only 5 days.83–85 In Bengalese finch,
auditory deprivation causes degradation

of sequence stereotypy within one week post

deafening.84 The deterministic sequences are broken up and novel transitions emerge.
Birds such as canaries and Bengalese finches that sing variable songs depend on real-time
auditory feedback.86 The transition probabilities at the branching points can be affected by
altered auditory feedback.86 In zebra finch, nuclei within premotor area and anterior forebrain
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pathway (AFP) have not been found to be responsive to the bird's own song during singing68,150–
153

, even though HVC is selective to the bird's own song when listening.154–156 In contrast,

multiunit recording in the HVC of a singing Bengalese finch shows response to altered auditory
feedback.157 This finding is consistent with the on-line reliance on auditory feedback for singing
in Bengalese finch.
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, HVC is actively involved in syntax generation. In this
chapter, it is tested if HVC determines the sequence by taking the auditory feedback into account.
To check this, the auditory feedback is continuously disrupted by presenting white noise
pulses68,151,158 during the repeats. A reduction of repeat length was observed with the distorted
auditory feedback (DAF), which is similar to the cooling effect on the repeats.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Distorted auditory feedback
Birds were housed in a sound insulated chamber, where song recording took place. A
targeted syllable was chosen, and the first 15-20ms of that syllable were used as the template in
the algorithm for on-line syllable detection. The real-time auditory feedback system is described
in Skocik et al (2013).159 Once the syllable was detected, the system generated a white noise
pulse, 30-60ms long, and 70-80dB SPL, with a systematic delay for about 30µs. This intensity
approximates or is a little louder than the bird's natural voice.
The probability of DAF was set to affect 30%-50% of the songs. The random generation
of white noise pulses was all-or-none: either generating the noise following the detection of all
the targeted syllables in a song or generating nothing. In this way, if the targeted syllable was a
repeated one, the bird would hear the noise throughout the repeat (Fig. 3-1).
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Figure 3-1. Distorted auditory feedback
(a) Diagram for the real-time auditory feedback system. The acoustic signal is picked by
the microphone, amplified and digitized by an A/D convertor and recorded by the customized
RTXI software at a sample rate of 30303Hz. The signal stored in the buffer is matched with a prestored template of the targeted syllable using cross correlation. Once the cross correlation crosses
a threshold, a brief white noise is generated. (b) Top: a segment of intact song with a long repeat.
Bottom: Disturbed song from the same bird.
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3.2.2 Data analysis
DAF on repeats
The number of repeats with distorted playback was counted as follows. First, for the
intact bird songs, an average syllable duration was estimated by dividing the total interval of the
repeats by the total number of repeats. Then this average was used to divide the total interval of
the repeats with playback to get the estimated number of repeats in the disturbed songs. The
effect of DAF on repeats was assessed by comparing the repeat length from the intact songs with
the DAF songs. The distributions of the repeat lengths were compared by Mann-Whitney U test.
Unless otherwise indicated, the significance level was set at α=0.05 criterion.
Comparison to cooling results
The distribution of the repeats with DAF was compared to the distribution with cooling.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) was used to compare the DAF distribution to the cooling
distribution of various temperatures.
DAF on branching points
The distribution of the transition probabilities at the branching points between the DAF
songs and intact songs on the same days was compared using Pearson's χ2-test. To rule out the
possibility of probability change in the interleaved intact songs due to DAF, these songs were also
compared to the songs from the days before DAF was introduced. We did not take the song
interruption into account. It was concluded that an interruption occurred if the inter-syllable-gap
following the white noise was longer than 0.3s or if it was the end of the song.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 DAF effect on repeats
With DAF presented, two birds show significantly reduced length of the long repeats
(Fig. 3-2

,

, Mann-Whitney U-test). While presenting

DAF during a short repeat does not change repeat length significantly (Fig. 3-2 p=0.99, two-tailed
Mann-Whitney U-test). It is consistent with what we saw in the cooling experiment: longer
repeats are more affected by temperature, while short repeats are not changed by temperature.
This result suggests that the generation of short repeats has less reliance on the auditory feedback
than the generation of long repeats. If the change of auditory feedback is the only factor that
causes the reduction of repeats, we can infer that cooling HVC may have disturbed the integration
of the auditory feedback signal during the stage of repeat production.

Figure 3-2. DAF effect on repeat length.
(a) Bird 7, syllable #7. Repeat length distribution without (top) and with (bottom) DAF.
DAF

significantly reduces repeat length (p=2.5×10-11, Mann-Whitney U-test). (b) Bird 11,
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syllable # 6. Repeat length is reduced by DAF. Without DAF, all repeat lengths are above 3 while
with DAF, repeat length less than 4 emerges. (c) Bird7, syllable #2. DAF effect on a short repeat
with the mean around 3. DAF does not change the mean repeat length (p=0.99, two-tailed MannWhitney U-test).

If the reduction of repeat length by cooling and by DAF are attributed to different
mechanisms, the repeat length distribution in the two cases may have different distribution shape.
Both cooling and DAF have been done in Bird 7. Syllable #7 is also reduced in length by cooling
HVC. As shown in Fig. 3-3, both DAF and cooling (by 2K) shift the distribution to the left. To
find at what temperature the cooling effect resembles the DAF effect, p-values of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) between the two distributions at different temperatures was
used. The probability for the two distributions to be the same has a maximum at

(Fig.

3-3 c, d, p=0.07). Therefore, altering auditory feedback with our paradigm seems to affect the
repeat length similarly to a mild temperature drop in HVC.
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Figure 3-3. Comparison between the effect of DAF and cooling.
(a) Distribution of the repeat length of syllable #7 from Bird 7 with and without DAF
presented.

,

and without cooling by -2K.

. (b) Distribution of the same syllable's repeat length with
,

. (c) The p-values of the KS-test between

repeat length with DAF and with different temperature changes. At dT = -2K, the similarity
between cooling and DAF is largest, p=0.07. (d) Cumulative probability of the repeat length
distribution from intact, -2K cooling and DAF songs.
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3.3.2 DAF effect on branching points
DAF also affects the transition probability at the branching points. We tested 3 branching
points in 2 birds. All of them are significantly affected by DAF (p<0.05, Pearson's χ 2-test, Table
3-1, Fig. 3-3). DAF seems to increase the probabilities of the transitions that occurred rarely or
never occurred in the intact songs (Table 3-1). If we look carefully at those transitions, as shown
in Figure 3-4, there are two novel transitions 'cf' and 'ci'. Syllable 'i' is an introductory note and
syllable 'f' is always the first syllable followed by a series of repeated syllables. In intact songs, 'i'
and 'f' follow a deterministic sequence 'cdee'. With DAF presented, sometimes the 'dee' after the
'c' is skipped and the song resumes from the beginning of the next chunk. The transition 'ei' and
'bi' in Bird 11 are also transitions to introductory notes. As we see in Table 3-1, with DAF, all
those kind of transition probabilities are enhanced. We want to be careful here because song
restart might be different from the probabilistic transitions at the branching points. If we disregard
the song restart and only consider the branches of the normal transitions, 'bc' in Bird 11 becomes
a deterministic transition with both control and DAF, while the other two branching points show
no difference between control and DAF (p>0.05, Pearson's χ2-test). Therefore, we think DAF
changed transition probabilities mostly by increasing the frequency of song restart.
Again, we compare the DAF effect to the cooling effect on the branching points. As
shown in the last block of the table, cooling HVC (

) not only increases the number of

transitions to 'f' and 'i', but also affects the transition probabilities of 'cc' and 'cd' (

,

Pearson's χ2-test). It suggests that cooling not only caused song restart but more importantly, it
affects the normal transitions. We did not see such kind of effect in the DAF experiment. But
since our data are very limited, more experiments need to be done to draw a convincing
conclusion.
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Figure 3-4. Effect of DAF targeting at syllable 'c'.

Table 3-1. Transition probabilities at the branching points without and with DAF.
Pek
0.13
0.11

Pei
0.10
0.28

Ntotal
192
44

Pbi
0.05
0.29

Ntotal
65
97

B11
Control
DAF

Pef
0.77
0.61

B11
Control
DAF

Pbc
0.95
0.71

B7
Control
DAF

Pcc
0.26
0.18

Pcd
0.74
0.66

Pcf
0
0.08

Pci
0
0.08

Ntotal
183
203

B7
Control
Cooling

Pcc
0.05
0.19

Pcd
0.94
0.69

Pcf
0.01
0.07

Pci
0
0.05

Ntotal
264
169
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3.4 Discussion
The goal of this chapter is to investigate the distorted auditory feedback's effect on the
syntax of Bengalese finch song so as to address the question of whether the syntax change we see
in the cooling experiment is due to the internal change of HVC dynamics or the change in
receiving the external drive.
DAF has shown to shorten the repeats which is similar to the effect of cooling HVC. It
suggests that cooling HVC has affected the strength of auditory feedback input during singing.
Sakata and Brainard observed a decrease of HVC interneuron activity with altered auditory
feedback157 and they also observed syntax change86. All these observations suggest that auditory
input to HVC is an important factor in shaping the syntax.
DAF affects branching points mostly by causing the song to stop or restart. Cooling also
more frequently truncates the song or inserts introductory notes in between syllables. But cooling
also influences the transition probabilities of the normal transitions. We do not observe the
probability change in the normal transitions by DAF. But given such a small dataset, it is hard to
make a comparison to cooling. Further experiments are needed to answer this question.

3.5 Conclusions
In summary, our results suggest that 1) DAF reduces repeat length similar to cooling; 2)
DAF affects the branching points, but the effects can be viewed as song stopping or restarting.
The similar effects on the syllable repeats by DAF and cooling HVC suggest that auditory
feedback may have shaped the syntax via HVC. Further studies will be needed to establish
whether the effects of DAF on branching points are similar to effects caused by HVC cooling.
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Chapter 4
Using unilateral cooling to study the two HVC hemispheres in singing control
Activities of HVCs in the two hemispheres are needed to be tightly coordinated to
produce complex songs. We use unilateral cooling to differentiate the role of the two HVCs in
controlling song timing and syntax. We find that the timing control of syllables is dominated by
the left hemisphere, while the timing control of inter-syllable gaps is alternating between the two
hemispheres. Most syllable repeats are controlled by one hemisphere. The transition probabilities
at the branching points seem to be influenced by both sides.

4.1 Introduction
Songbirds have a complete set of motor pathway in each hemisphere that controls the
ipsilateral vocal organ (syrinx), respectively. Each side of the syrinx can be controlled
independently, but the two sides jointly produce the complex sounds.160–162 Therefore, there exists
a question about how the two hemispheres are coordinated while conducting such complex motor
activities. Direct connection between the premotor areas of the two hemispheres is absent, though
synchronization via the midbrain during singing has been observed.163,65 It is conceivable that
motor activities of certain complexity should not be simultaneously controlled by both
hemispheres, since it will require a great deal of inter-hemispheric communication which costs
time. As a result, the complexity of the motor pattern may break the symmetry of the bilateral
control and cause lateralization.164
In humans, the production and perception of language is lateralized in the left
hemisphere.165 It has also been shown that non-human vertebrates also exhibit lateralization for
vocal control, such as songbirds. Canary songs are primarily produced by the left HVC, according
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to the unilateral HVC lesion studies.166,167 The two hemispheres of a zebra finch rapidly switch
their dominance in singing control.46,125 The Bengalese finches are found to be left-side dominant
in both singing and perception of the songs.168,169 Peripheral studies in Bengalese finch motor
neurons and syrinx show specialized control of frequency by the two sides of the syrinx. 126 These
observations suggest that left and right HVCs are functionally differentiated.
Most studies mentioned above were done by lesioning HVC in one of the hemispheres.
However, this method is irreversible and cannot compare the effect of unilateral lesion in the
same bird. Temperature manipulation provides a convenient way to compare the effect on the
control of the two sides. In the previous chapters, we have argued that HVC plays a key role in
encoding the syntax of the song. In this chapter, we further study the role of HVC in each
hemisphere using unilateral cooling.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Unilateral cooling
Two Peltier modules (TE-18-0.45-1.3, TE Technology) were used to independently
change temperature of one side of the brain. The two modules were connected in series with the
polarity pointing to the same direction, i.e., one's positive side was connected to the other's
negative side. 4 jumpers were used to determine which side or both sides would be used (Fig. 4-1
a). Both Peltier modules shared a common heat sink. Two gold-plated silver pads, each of which
had a size of 2mm×2mm, with a 2mm separation, were attached to the cold side of the Peltier
modules by thermally conductive adhesive (3M Thermally conductive Adhesive TC-2810).
To measure the temperature change in HVC by unilateral cooling and compare it to the
bilateral cooling, two thermocouples were inserted in HVC of each side at a depth of 0.7 mm
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underneath the cooling pads in an anaesthetized bird. Voltage across each thermocouple was read
on a voltmeter (HP 3457A multimeter). The readings were recorded 2 minutes after every time
the current was changed so that the temperature change could be stabilized. Brain temperature
change in case of unilateral cooling was similar to the change in case of bilateral cooling (Fig. 4-1
b). In case of unilateral cooling, there was a slight temperature change in the contralateral HVC
due to the heat transferred from the shared heat sink. This change was negligible compared to the
other side. Therefore, when current was passes through one Peltier module, it effectively changed
the temperature of one side of brain without significantly affecting the other side.
During the experiment, two thermocouples were attached to the top surface of the left and
right cooling pads respectively to monitor the temperature change. The signal was amplified 1000
times in order to be recorded via the analog to digital converter (NI USB-6211) along with the
songs.
Four different conditions, cooling left HVC, cooling right HVC, bilateral cooling, and
control, were interleaved. Data was collected for about 2 hours in each condition.

Figure 4-1. Unilateral cooling device
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(a) Schematic of unilateral cooling device. The three operation modes: J1, J4 connected
and J2, J3 disconnected; J1, J3 connected and J2, J4 disconnected; and J2,J4 connected and J1, J3
disconnected will conduct the current through both, left and right, respectively. (b) Temperature
change with current in the left HVC measured at depth of 0.7mm below brain surface, under the
operation with both (blue), left (red) and right (green) Peltier module.

4.2.2 Data analysis
Effects of unilateral cooling on song timing
We measured the syllable duration and the inter-syllable gap duration. The quantification
of the cooling effect on song stretch, as the slope of the fractional change of duration vs.
temperature, was the same as described in Chapter 2. Below, we denote the stretch (in %/K) of
the ith syllable as

and

and the stretch of the ith gap as

and

. The superscript "l" (or

"r") denotes that left (or right) HVC is cooled. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were performed to
compare the stretch effects between the left cooling and right cooling groups.
The correlation between the two unilateral cooling effects on syllable and gap stretch was
calculated by Pearson correlation coefficient:
for the syllable stretch,
where

is the mean of

and
for the gap stretch.

The significance of whether the correlation coefficient was above 0 was tested using the onetailed t-test with n-2 degrees of freedom with the t-statistic calculated by

. The

correlation was also confirmed by a shuffle test. One of the groups was shuffled by 1000 times,
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each of which the correlation coefficient was calculated. The p-value was estimated by
.
Syllable features
Five syllable features, syllable duration, mean fundamental frequency, mean spectral
entropy, mean temporal entropy, and spectro-temporal entropy were extracted. The features were
calculated for songs from the control group only.
The fundamental frequency (FF) was calculated from the middle part of the syllable that
spans 1/2 of the total syllable duration. The FF was obtained by finding the first peak of the
autocorrelation of the signal segment. For real signal, the autocorrelation is
, which is symmetric around zero. For the right half of the autocorrelation,
suppose the first peak is at the mth time lag, then the corresponding fundamental frequency is
Fs/m, where Fs is the sample rate.
Let the spectrogram of a syllable be
, where

. The spectral entropy is defined as
. To calculate the temporal entropy, the absolute

value of the raw signal was first smoothed. Then we calculated the normalized power from the
smoothed signal as

. The temporal entropy was calculated

from

. The spectro-temporal entropy was calculated using
with

. The cluster center of each syllable type, defined as the

median of the points in the feature space, was used to represent the acoustic feature of that
syllable type.
Relationship between syllable features and syllable stretch by unilateral cooling
We first normalized the measure of the syllable stretch to eliminate the systematic
difference of cooling power in different birds. To do that, we divided

by the median of
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from the same bird. We made fit of the normalized stretch

vs. each of the

features of syllable i. To test the dependence of the stretch on that feature, the slope of the fit was
compared to 0 using t-test.
In order to verify that this slope could really represents the relationship between

and

syllable feature and was not a result of bird-to-bird variation, we tested the null hypothesis that
by ANOVA, where

is the slope of

vs. feature of the ith bird. For

the slopes from the left cooling data, the corresponding p-values for the five features are 0.935,
0.155, 0.163, 0.9995 and 0.1918. While for the slopes from the right cooling data, the p-values
are 0.017, 0.086, 0.101, 0.031 and 0.164. Therefore at least for the left cooling, it was fair to pool
the data from 5 birds together.
Stretch dependence on syntactic role
Depending on the syntactic role of syllables and gaps, they were categorized into 1)
repeated syllables, 2) syllables in deterministic sequences, 3) branching points, 4) gaps between
repeated syllables, 5) gaps between deterministic syllabls and 6) gaps at branching points. A
syllable was considered a deterministic syllable if the transition probability following it was
greater than 95%. If a syllable could be followed by more than one syllable types, it was
considered a branching point. If the transition probability associated with an inter-syllable gap
was greater than 95%, the gap was considered a deterministic gap; otherwise, it was considered a
branching gap. Transitions with probability lower than 5% were not taken into account.
Introductory notes were not counted.
The dependence of the stretch on the sequence categories was assessed by comparing the
distribution of
Smirnov test. If

with the conditional distribution on its syntactic category using Kolgmonovand

had the same distribution (p>0.05, KS-test), the stretch was

not considered to be dependent on the category of the syllable.
Analysis of hemispheric dominance on syllable repeats
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The slope of the repeat length vs. temperature was used to quantify the temperature
effects on the repeats. The significance of the effect was tested by t-test with N-2 degree of
freedom.
After we looked at the slopes, we found 7 out of 8 repeats were primarily affected by
changing temperature in only one of the hemispheres. To assess to what extent changing
temperature in the dominant hemisphere can capture the bilateral effect, we first separated the
repeat lengths with temperature change on the dominant side from the repeat lengths with
temperature change on the non-dominant side. For the one repeat that was controlled by both
hemispheres, we took the average repeat length of left and right, and assigned the mean to both
dominant and non-dominant groups. Each data point
length of syllable i with

within one group was the mean repeat

temperature change divided by the mean repeat length of the same

repeat in control condition. We mapped the

in each group to the

from the bilateral

cooling data and calculated correlation coefficient between them. Then we compared the
correlation coefficient to 1 using one-tailed t-test with the t-statistic as

.

For the analysis of the relationship between the hemispheric dominance in controlling the
repeats and other aspects, we quantified the dominance as

, where

is the slope

of repeat length vs. temperature of syllable i.
We investigated the cooling effect on timing at different locations with respect to the
repeats. Those locations were the gap before the repeat, gaps within the repeat, the gap right after
the repeat and the repeated syllables. The difference of the stretch effect by cooling in the left and
right at those locations was quantified by

. We also calculated the correlation

coefficient between the repeat dominance and the difference of the stretch effect.
Comparison of cooling effect on branching points
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The method to calculate the transition probabilities was the same as described in Chapter
2 for bilateral cooling. Changes in transition probabilities were analyzed using Pearson's χ2-test.
The randomness of the song sequence was assessed by the transition entropies at each branching
point (see definition in Chapter 2).
To compare the transition entropies at all the branching points under different conditions
- left cooled, right cooled and intact songs, Friedman's test was used. After getting the p-value,
post-hoc test was performed based on a paired Wilcoxon signed rank test on the "control vs. left",
"control vs. right" and "left vs. right" pairs. To estimate the dependence of transition entropy on
temperature, the slopes of the transition entropy vs. temperature was calculated. The slopes was
tested by t-test on whether it was greater than 0.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Unilateral cooling effect on song timing
The cooling effect on syllables stretch is much more salient with the left HVC cooling
than the right (Fig. 4-2 a, 37 syllables in 5 birds,p=3.5×10-7, Wilcoxon signed rank test). Stretch
by the left cooling has an effect of -2.0+\-0.9%/K (mean +\- s.d., n=37 p=2e-15, t-test on mean
smaller than 0), whilst stretch by the right cooling has an effect of -0.3+\-1.0%/K (mean +\- s.d.,
n=37, p=0.05, t-test on mean smaller than 0).
There is, however, no significant difference between the left and right cooling effect on
the gaps (n=63, p=0.8830, Wilcoxon signed rank test). Therefore, both HVCs are responsible for
the timing control of the gaps. The stretch of gaps by the left and right cooling are anti-correlated
(r = -0.301, p=0.008, t-test with df=N-2), indicating that the control by the two HVCs on the gap
timing is more alternating than simultaneous.
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Figure 4-2. Unilateral cooling effect on timing
(a) Unilateral cooling effect on the stretch of syllables (n=37 in 5 birds). (b) Unilateral
cooling effect on the stretch of inter-syllable gaps (n=63). (c) Stretch by left and right HVC
cooling on the same syllables. X-axis: cooling left HVC; y-axis: cooling right HVC. r=0.0081,
p=0.96,n=37, t-test on r=0. (d) Stretch by left and right cooling on the same inter-syllable gaps.
X-axis: cooling left HVC; y-axis: cooling right HVC. r=-0.3005, p=0.017, n=63, t-test on r=0. (e)
Comparison to the null distribution generated by shuffling the order of the gap stretch of one
group for 1000 times, p=0.008.

Peripheral study on the Bengalese finch vocal organ show differential singing control by
the left and right side of syrinx.126 We want to see if the selective control on the syllable
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structures has occurred in the higher order stage. Five features, syllable duration, mean
fundamental frequency, mean spectral entropy, mean temporal entropy and the total spectrotemporal entropy have been chosen to test the relationship between the unilateral cooling effect
and the acoustic structure of the syllables. It shows that, overall, cooling left HVC stretches more
for the syllables that have relatively high fundamental frequency, relatively low spectral entropy
and spectro-temporal entropy (Fig. 4-3). The duration of the syllables and the temporal entropy
(the randomness of amplitude over time) are not correlated with how strongly the syllables are
stretched. The right cooling effect on the syllables, most of which are quite minimal, does not
display a significant correlation with any of the features.

Figure 4-3. The relationship between syllable stretch and syllable features
The stretch by left HVC cooling (top chart) is dependent on the mean fundamental frequency of
(

,

, one-tailed t-test), spectral entropy (

, one-tailed t-test) and spectro-temporal entropy (
one-tailed t-test) of the syllable but not the duration (

,

,

) or the temporal entropy (

). The stretch by right HVC cooling (bottom chart) is not dependent on any of the features
(

).
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Next, we check if the stretch effect is specific to the syntactic role of the syllables. The
syllables can be categorized into those within a deterministic sequence, repeated syllables and the
syllables at the branching points. We compare the distribution of the stretch by unilateral cooling
conditioned to the syntactic category of the syllables to the marginal distribution of the stretch
effect. The unilateral cooling effect on the syllable stretch, however, is not dependent on the
syntactic role of the syllables (p>0.05, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). The transitions can also be
categorized into deterministic transitions, transition between repeated syllables and probabilistic
transitions at the branching points. The unilateral cooling effect on the gap stretch is not found to
be dependent on the category of the transition as well (p>0.05, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).

4.3.2 Unilateral cooling effect on repeats
From Chapter 1, we know that bilaterally cooling HVC reduces the repeat length. We
want to know if that effect was due to the temperature change in one of the hemispheres or both
hemispheres. For the 8 relatively long repeats that we investigated, 3 are significantly affected
only by right cooling, 3 only by left cooling and 2 by both (p<0.05, t-test on the slope of repeat
length vs dT greater than 0, Fig. 4-4 a). One of the two repeats (syllable #1) that are affected by
both is actually much more affected by the right cooling than the left, so we also count it as right
dominated. Therefore, for the control of most syllable repeats, only one of the hemispheres is
dominant. The bilateral cooling effect is well captured by the dominant side. As shown in Figure
4-4b, the correlation between the repeat length with bilateral cooling and with the dominant
hemisphere cooling is close to one (r=0.88, n=40, p=0.066, t-test on correlation coefficient
smaller than 1); while the non-dominant side's correlation with the bilateral is significantly
smaller than 1 (r=0.59, n=40, p=0.0018, t-test on correlation coefficient smaller than 1).
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Figure 4-4. Lateralization of repeat control
(a) The unilateral cooling effect on the repeat length. Syllable # 2, 3 and 4 are dominated
by the right hemisphere, syllable # 5,7 and 8 are dominated by the left hemisphere, while syllable
#1 and 6 are bilaterally controlled. (b) Correlation between the bilateral cooling and unilateral
cooling. The x-axis of each point is the mean repeat length at a certain temperature normalized by
the mean repeat length of control; while the y-axis is the normalized repeat length of the
dominant side at the same temperature. If both sides are equally contributed (syllable #6), the
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average of the two hemispheres' is used. (b) The dependence of hemispheric dominance on
syllable features.

We next relate the hemispheric dominance of the repeat control to the timing control. We
categorize the gaps into three categories: the gap right before the repeat, the gaps within the
repeat and the gap right after the repeat. We calculate the difference of the stretch between left
and right cooling (

) and normalized it by the stretch effect with bilateral cooling. We find

that the dominance of repeat control is positively correlated with the dominance of the gap stretch
after the repeat (r=0.76, p=0.014, t-test on correlation coefficient) but not correlated with the
syllable stretch (r=-0.19) or gap stretch before and within the repeat (r=0.55 and r=0.36,
respectively, p>0.05, t-test on correlation coefficient, Fig. 4-5). This observation suggests that the
control of repeat length might occur at the end of the repeat when the repeat-dominant
hemisphere takes over.

Figure 4-5. Correlation between hemispheric dominance on timing and repeats length.
x-axes are the hemispheric dominance of repeat length defined as
where

,

is the slope of repeat length vs temperature of the ith repeat. y-axes are the normalized

stretch difference of the syllables or gaps between left and right. The normalized stretch
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difference is defined as

. Therefore, if, for example, both repeat length and timing are

dominant in the same hemisphere, we should expect a positive correlation and vise versa. Only
the dominance of the gap stretch after the repeat has a positive correlation with the dominance of
the repeat length (r=0.76).

4.3.3 Unilateral cooling effect on branching points
Previously we showed that bilateral cooling in HVC increases the sequence variability at
some of the branching points. Here we want to see if the effect is due to only one of the
hemispheres or both hemispheres.
Out of 20 branching points from 5 birds, 5 are significantly altered by left cooling
(

) but not right cooling, 3 are altered by right cooling but not left cooling and 4 are

affected by both (p<0.05, Pearson's χ2-test or Fisher's exact test for rare transitions). There is no
systematic dominance by one hemisphere, except that the control of branching points of Bird 2
seems to be dominated by the right hemisphere and the control of branching points in Bird 9
seems to be dominated by the right hemisphere. All other birds (Bird 3, 4 & 7) have effects on
branching points in one or both hemispheres (Fig. 4-6 a). These data suggest that both
hemispheres are involved in the transitions at the branching points.
To see in which direction unilateral cooling alters the transition probabilities, we
calculated the transition entropies at the branching points for the songs cooled by either left or
right HVC (

) and the intact songs. The difference among the three groups is marginal

(p=0.07, n=20, Friedman's test), whereas there is a slight but significant increase of transition
entropy if only comparing left to control and right to control separately (p=0.006, one-tailed
Wilcoxon signed rank test on

; p=0.040, one-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test on
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); and there is no difference between the effect of left and right cooling (p=0.13,
two-tailed Wilcoxon signed test on

). Overall, unilateral cooling on either HVC

slightly increases the transition entropies. If we take transition entropies under all temperature
conditions into account, 4 branching points decrease in transition entropies with the temperature
of left HVC and only one branching point has transition entropy decreasing with the temperature
of right HVC (Fig. 4-6 c,d).
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Figure 4-6. The unilateral cooling effect on the branching points
(a) A summary of the unilateral cooling effect. Each row is a branching point and each
column is a comparison between unilateral cooling and control or between the left and right
cooling. Yellow blocks highlight the significantly different groups. (b) Mean transition entropies
in three conditions: control, cooling left HVC, and cooling right HVC. Difference compared by
paired Wilcoxon signed rank test. (c, d) Transition entropies of 20 branching points with
temperature. The left plot is the transition entropies with left HVC temperature; while the right
plot is the transition entropies with right HVC temperature. Blue curves are the ones that
significantly decrease with temperature by one side but not the other. Red lines significantly
decrease with temperature of either side.

4.4 Discussion
Our results demonstrate that the timing control of the syllables of Bengalese finch songs
is mostly left dominant. Both hemispheres are involved in the control of the inter-syllable gaps
and the gap stretch by cooling left and right are anti-correlated, indicating a switching between
the two hemispheres during the gaps. The syntax control, on the other hand, is more bilaterally
involved. Most repeat lengths are controlled by one of the hemispheres. Both HVCs seem to play
a role in the branching points.
We were trying to find a consistent relationship between the timing control of a syllable
and the features of the syllable. We first looked at the acoustic features of the syllable and found
that syllable stretch by the left cooling is more for the higher frequency and lower entropy
syllables. The right cooling effect on syllable timing does not show strong correlation with any of
the syllable features presumably because of its relatively weak effect on syllable duration. We
pooled all the birds together, hoping to find a general relationship between the hemispheric-
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specific timing control and the sound of the syllables for this species. Our result is quite
consistent with Secora's finding in the peripheral study that the left side of Bengalese finch's
syrinx produces higher frequency and lower entropy sounds126, given that the two sides of the
syrinx are ipsilaterally controlled by the premotor area. We then were seeking for a relationship
between the syntactic role of a syllable and its stretch by unilateral cooling. We did not see that
left or right HVC preferentially control a certain type of syllables in terms of their syntactic roles.
Since our sample size is relatively small, this finding may not be conclusive. Also it could be that
our categorization of syllables into deterministic, branching and repeated syllables is not the best
way to describe the syntactic role of syllables. But overall, our observation suggests that timing
effects appear to be related to certain acoustic features (fundamental frequency and entropy) but
not the syntactic characteristics of the syllables.
In zebra finch, the two HVCs have synchronized activity about 40ms before the syllable
onsets.65 We found that both cooling left HVC and cooling right HVC can stretch gaps and their
effects are anti-correlated, indicating that during a gap, one hemisphere is more dominant in the
timing control than the other. If the synchronization is driven by a common input to both HVCs,
cooling HVC will not affect when they are synchronized. The anti-correlation of the two HVCs'
control in gaps suggests that synchronization might be driven by the dominant hemisphere at that
moment, and cooling in one hemisphere can only lengthen the timing of some of the gaps but not
others.
The change of transition probabilities at the branching points by unilateral cooling does
not seem to be lateralized to one hemisphere. Particularly, some branching points are affected to a
similar degree by either left or right cooling. If the syntax is encoded by the neural activity in one
hemisphere, cooling in the other one should not have any effect. Therefore, at least for some of
the branching points, the selection of the transition is determined by a signal that both HVCs
share and that signal can be altered by changing temperature in either HVC. For example, Uva
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receives ascending input from the respiratory brainstem network of both sides and projects back
to HVC directly or via NIf.66 The delay of signal caused by cooling one HVC could propagate to
both sides via this feedback loop. If the selection of a transition is determined by the time when
the later feedback signal arrives, one can expect that cooling on either side would have the same
effect. To test this, one can record in both HVCs simultaneously during singing and see if there is
correlation between the time when they are synchronized and the selection of the transition.

4.5 Conclusions
In summary, our results demonstrate that the two hemispheres have distinct control of
song timing and song syntax. This study provides the first evidence for asymmetric syntax control
by the two hemispheres in the same bird. Further work is needed to investigate how the neural
behavior may differ between the two hemispheres in producing such functional differences. For a
comprehensive description of the neural mechanisms of syntax generation, future models need to
take both hemispheres into consideration.
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Chapter 5
A simple miniature device for wireless stimulation of neural circuits in
songbirds
To study the neural control of syntax, it is desirable to rapidly alter neural activity when
the bird is singing. A useful method is electric stimulation. In this chapter, a simple, low-cost and
extremely lightweight wireless neural stimulation device is demonstrated. The device has low
power consumption and does not require a high-power RF preamplifier. Neural stimulation can
be carried out in either a voltage source mode or a current source mode. Using the device, we
carry out wireless stimulation in the premotor brain area HVC of a songbird and demonstrate that
such stimulation causes rapid perturbations of the acoustic structure of the song.

5.1 Introduction
Electrical stimulation of neural circuits is an important tool in neuroscience allowing the
studies of the connectivity of neural circuits170 the relation of neural activity to behavior125,171, and
the reward mechanisms in the brain172. Electrical stimulation of the brain also has important
therapeutic applications.173,174 When applied to studies of the effects of neural stimulation on
animal behavior, it is important that the chronically implanted stimulating device does not
interfere with the animal movement and behavior. Wireless chronic stimulation systems offer a
significant advantage in that the animal does not need to be tethered, thus, the behavior is
minimally affected by the stimulation device. In addition, wireless stimulation allows carrying out
behavioral experiments which are virtually impossible with the stimulation systems requiring a
tether, for example, for studies of animal behavior in 3D environments.
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Below, we describe a simple and low-cost device for wireless stimulation of neural
circuits in behaving animals. The device has a simple schematic, is lightweight and is easy to
make from commercially available components.
A number of wireless neural stimulation devices have been described in the literature.175–
177

Despite recent progress of the wireless stimulation techniques, the task of neural stimulation in

small behaving animals (e.g., songbirds, mice) is not easily solved with existing devices. Wireless
stimulation devices have to make compromises between the size/weight, the power consumption,
the capabilities of the device and the ease of the device fabrication and control. 178,179 Most
lightweight devices that are suitable for chronic studies of small behaving animals are based on
custom-made micro-chips180,181, thus, requiring microfabrication capabilities that are often beyond
the means of neuroscience labs. Recent designs of wireless stimulating devices often use a digital
mode of communication between the transmitter and the receiver.182,183 Although sending digital
commands to the wireless stimulation device is usually more reliable, digital control of the
wireless device complicates the hardware and the software used for the control of the neural
stimulation and, additionally, usually increases the power consumption of the device, thus, either
reducing the battery life or increasing the weight of the device. There is a need for simple, lowcost and lightweight neural stimulation devices that can be built from off-the-shelf components
and controlled using simple and customizable interfaces.
Below, we demonstrate a simple and low-cost device for wireless stimulation of neural
circuits in small behaving animals. The device weighs only 1.4 g and is suitable for studies of
songbirds that weigh only 12–15 g. The device can be made using readily available components.
It can be used either as a voltage source or, with a slight design modification, as a current source.
In the voltage source mode, the device has an excellent battery life. Triggering the neural
stimulation pulses is carried out by an external command voltage pulse (+5 V); thus, it is easy to
control the stimulation and to make the system compatible with a variety of software and
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hardware platforms. The RF voltage required for neural stimulation is quite low (<10 V
amplitude), so wireless neural stimulation can be carried out with a commercially available RF
source and without a high-power RF amplifier.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Overview
The wireless stimulation system consists of two parts—an RF transmitter and a lightweight receiver/stimulator that is affixed to the head of the animal (Fig. 5-1). The transmitter
supplies RF current through the primary coil that is wound around the animal cage. The receiver
picks up RF signals from the transmitter via a secondary coil and generates voltage or current
pulses that stimulate the brain area of interest through a bipolar stimulating electrode.
The coupling between the primary coil (transmitter) and the secondary coil (receiver) is
near-field inductive: a magnetic field generated by the current in the primary coil induces the
e.m.f. in the secondary coil. The voltage induced in the secondary coil is rectified, and the
rectified voltage closes the FET switch, thus enabling the electrical stimulation of the brain area
of interest.
The transmitter generates a pulse of RF current when turned on by an external command
pulse. The command pulse (+5 V) can be generated by either a pulse generator or by a computer
using an A/D card. Thus, the stimulation pulse timing and duration are controlled by simple and
intuitive means and can be easily adjusted for a specific task. Below, detailed descriptions of the
transmitter and receiver operation are given.
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Figure 5-1. Schematic of the wireless stimulation system.
(a) Transmitter. (b) Schematic of the receiver and voltage source stimulator. (c)
Schematic of the receiver and current source stimulator.

5.2.2 Transmitter
The block diagram of the transmitter is presented in Fig. 1a. The RF signal is generated
by an RF generator (Stanford Research Systems, model DS345); the amplitude modulation (AM)
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input of the RF generator is connected to the output of the pulse generator (AMPI, model Master8). The command pulse (+5 V) from the pulse generator triggers the synthesizer to generate an
RF pulse with the user-defined voltage amplitude up to 10 V. The output of the synthesizer is
connected to a wire-wound coil L1.
The primary coil system consists of two wire-wound coils L1 and L2 that are placed
around the animal cage (the cage dimensions are 8 in.×7.5 in.× 7 in., L×W×H). Coil L1 is placed
near the bottom of the cage; coil L2 is placed about 1 in. above L1. Both coils are made out of 5
windings of 22 gauge insulated copper wire. Coil L1 is connected to the output of the RF
generator. Primary coil L2 has an inductance of 17 µH and is connected to a capacitor C ≈ 15
pF. Thus, L2 and C form a resonant circuit having a resonant frequency of
. Coils L1 and L2 form an air-gap transformer: the ac current in L1 induces the ac current
in L2. At the resonant frequency, the high-Q resonant circuit has very low impedance; therefore,
the current in L2 is much larger than the current in L1. Using this air-gap transformer enhances
the coupling from the transmitter to the receiver and enables wireless stimulation without a highpower RF preamplifier which is needed for many designs described.125,180

5.2.3 Receiver
The receiver circuit is assembled on a small (8 mm×8 mm) piece of thinned PC board.
Two rechargeable batteries (Panasonic Model ML621 3 V battery) are used to power the device.
A fully assembled receiver chip is shown in Fig. 2a. Two different receiver circuits were made
and tested—a circuit that acts as a voltage source during stimulation (Fig. 5-1b) and a circuit that
acts as a current source during stimulation (Fig. 5-1c). The secondary coil, the full-wave rectifier
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and the MOSFET switch are common in these two circuits; the operation of these circuit elements
is described below and applies to both the voltage source and the current source circuits.
A secondary coil L is made out of 0.01 in. diameter copper magnet wire (Small Parts,
Inc); the coil is 12 mm in diameter and has 16 wire windings. The secondary coil has an
inductance of about 5.5 μH and has Q > 200 at 10 MHz. It is connected to a capacitor C1 = 47 pF,
forming a resonant circuit with a resonant frequency of 9.9 MHz (matching the resonant
frequency of the transmitter). This resonant circuit picks up an ac magnetic field created by the
RF current in the primary coil. It also acts like a band-pass filter making the device insensitive to
the electromagnetic interference at non-resonant frequencies. The device can be used without any
special shielding or electromagnetic interference protection unless large currents or powerful
electromagnetic radiation sources having a frequency close to the resonant frequency (9.9 MHz)
are present in the proximity of the experiment.
The ac voltage across the capacitor is rectified with a full-wave rectifier D1–D4 (twodiode arrays BAT721A and BAT721C, NXP Semiconductors); the reservoir capacitor of the
rectifier C2 is chosen to be relatively small (C2 = 10 pF) and, in addition, is shunted by a resistor
R2 = 22 kΩ. These values of C2 and R2 allow rapid (the RC time constant is τ = 0.22 μs) changes
of the rectifier output necessary for generation of brief (down to tens of microseconds)
stimulating pulses. The output voltage of the rectifier is applied to the gate of the MOSFET
(NTA4153NT1G, ON Semiconductor). The MOSFET has a low threshold voltage (∼0.8 V) and
acts as a switch—when the gate voltage is greater than 1.1 V, the drain-source resistance of the
MOSFET is very low (Rds < 15 Ω at Vgs = 1.1 V), and the current can flow through the
stimulating electrode and the brain tissue.
Because of the rapid charging and discharging of capacitor C2, the circuit has a very brief
(microseconds) “memory” of the previous stimulation pulses and can be used for delivering highfrequency pulse trains. We have triggered the circuit with high-frequency pulse trains and found
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that the amplitude and the time course of the stimulation pulses delivered by the device are
independent of the command pulse frequency up to the pulse frequency of 1 kHz (data not
shown). The stimulation pulses for the 1 kHz frequency of the command pulses is shown in Fig.
2(c and d).
An LED is connected in parallel with the storage capacitor C2 for easy monitoring of the
receiver operation. When the LED is on, the gate voltage of the MOSFET is greater than ∼1.8 V.
Thus, the light of the LED is a conservative indicator that the MOSFET switch is closed and the
current can flow through the stimulating electrode.

5.2.4 Voltage and current source modes of stimulation
In the voltage source mode (Fig. 5-1 b), when the switch is closed, a voltage pulse is
applied to the stimulating electrode, and the stimulating voltage is the battery voltage VS = 6 V.
The stimulating current is determined by the impedance of the stimulating electrode and the brain
tissue. For our electrodes, Z = 10–40 kΩ, so the stimulating current is in the range 150–600 μA,
depending on the electrode impedance. In the voltage source mode, the stimulating current cannot
be controlled. However, the intensity of the stimulation can be controlled by changing the
stimulating pulse duration—shorter pulses will be less effective in stimulating neurons.184,185
When the stimulating pulse is not applied, the current through the battery is extremely small (it is
determined by the drain-source conductance of the MOSFET when Vgs = 0 V and is less than 50
nA) and, therefore, the device has an excellent battery life (the factor limiting the battery life is
battery shelf life). However, the inability to control or precisely know the stimulating current is a
drawback that motivates an alternative mode of operation where the stimulation current is known
and can be controlled.
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The circuit in Fig. 1c converts the voltage across resistor R4 into current, thus, allowing
control of the stimulating current. A micro-power operational amplifier (Texas Instruments
TLV2381IDBVT) and a resistor R6 form a voltage-to-current converter. The output current of the
op-amp is: Iout = Vin/R6, and the input voltage is: Vin = VS R4/(R5 + R4). Therefore, by
adjusting the variable resistor R4 one can tune the stimulating current: Istim = VS R4/((R5 +
R4)R6). The maximum stimulation current is limited by the maximum output current of the opamp which is about 400 μA. The voltage compliance of the current source is equal to the battery
voltage VS. Thus, for VS = 6 V, if the stimulating electrode has an impedance of 15 kΩ, the
maximum current that can be delivered is 350 μA. For the circuit in Fig. 1c, the current through
the battery in the absence of stimulation (quiescent current) is dominated by the supply current of
the op-amp and is about 7 μA. Although this is significantly larger than the quiescent current for
the voltage source circuit, this current is small enough to ensure over 2 weeks of battery lifetime.

5.2.5 Stimulating electrode
The stimulating electrode is a bipolar electrode made of teflon-insulated stainless steel
wire (bare wire diameter 0.002 in., diameter of the insulation 0.0045 in., A-M Systems). The
distance between the wires is 0.5 mm; the insulation is removed from the top 0.2–0.3 mm of the
two wires; the wires are 7 mm long and are soldered to a 2-pin connector (Omnetics, model
A9069-001). The impedance of these electrodes in phospho-buffered saline (PBS) (pH 4.0,
Sigma–Aldrich) is typically between 10 and 40 kΩ at 1 kHz.
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5.2.6 In vivo brain stimulation
An adult (>100 days post-hatch) male zebra finch (Taeneopygia guttata) was used to test
the device. The details of the surgical procedure are described elsewhere ( Fee and Leonardo,
2001). Briefly, the bird was anesthetized with 1–2% isofluorene. A small opening in the skull was
made over right HVC, and the stimulating electrode was inserted to a depth of about 500 μm. The
electrode was affixed to the skull using dental acrylic. All procedures were carried out in
accordance with the locally approved IACUC protocol.
The receiver chip was attached to the animal skull in a way allowing easy removal and
re-attaching (e.g., for changing the batteries). Four metal pins (P/N 52020, A-M Systems) were
connected to the receiver board; four matching metal pins (P/N 52010, A-M Systems) were
attached to the skull of the animal with dental acrylic. The pins on the receiver board were
plugged into the pins attached to the skull, thus affixing the receiver to the skull. The receiver
chip was connected to the implanted stimulated electrode with a 2-pin connector (Omnetics,
model A9577-001), allowing to easily connect and disconnect the stimulating electrode and the
receiver/stimulator.
Wireless electrical stimulation of HVC was carried out in the voltage source mode. Based
on the measurements of the electrode impedance, the stimulating current was about 180 μA. For
most trials, the pulse duration of 200 μs was used. For trials where the effect of longer stimulating
pulses on the song was studied, the pulse duration of 5 ms was used. Neural stimulation during
singing was carried out on interleaved songs.
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5.2.7 Data acquisition and analysis
Both the acoustic signal and the output of the pulse generator were digitized at 40 kHz
with a 16-bit A/D card (PCI-6251, National Instruments) and stored on a computer. Analysis of
the song spectrograms was carried out offline.
Song spectrograms were computed using a Hamming window with the window duration
of 12.8 ms and a window overlap of 10 ms. One unperturbed song motif was chosen as a
template; four syllable templates (A, B, C, and D) were defined in this template motif (Fig. 4a). In
order to assess the effects of the wireless stimulation on the song, we compared the acoustic
structure of the song syllables following the stimulation pulse (syllables “perturbed by
stimulation”) with the “intact” song syllables (syllables in the songs when no stimulation was
carried out). The presence and the magnitude of the effects of electrical stimulation in HVC on
the zebra finch song vary with the temporal location of the stimulating pulse.125 We restricted our
analysis to two temporal windows of the stimulating pulse in the song motif where stimulation
has caused observable perturbations of the song structure: (1) when the stimulating pulse
occurred between the syllables A and B – for this case, perturbations in the acoustic structure of
syllable B were analyzed – we refer to these syllables as “perturbed syllable B” and (2) when the
stimulating pulse occurred during syllable B – for this case, perturbations in the acoustic structure
of syllable C were analyzed – we refer to these syllables as “perturbed syllable C”.
We computed a spectral similarity score between the template syllable B and each
rendition of a “perturbed syllable B” and also between the template syllable B and each rendition
of syllable B in the unperturbed songs. The same procedure was repeated for syllable C. The
spectral similarity score between two syllables is a Pearson correlation coefficient between the
spectrograms of the syllables68; for syllables having identical spectrograms, it has a value of 1.
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The previously published procedure for computing the similarity scores was slightly modified for
this study as described in Methods.
The distributions of the similarity scores for unperturbed and perturbed syllable B were
compared with each other, and the stimulation was considered effective in perturbing the song if
the similarity scores of perturbed syllables were significantly (P < 0.05, one-sided Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test) lower than the similarity scores of the unperturbed syllable B. The same procedure
was repeated for syllable C.

5.2.8 Electrophysiological recordings
Recordings of stimulation artifacts and neural activity were carried out using carbon fiber
electrodes (Carbostar-1, Kation Scientific). The bird was anesthetized and placed into a
stereotaxic instrument, and both the stimulating and recording electrodes were inserted into a
premotor brain area robust nucleus of arcopallium (RA). The receiver was placed near the center
of the primary coil and connected with a cable to the stimulating electrode. The receiver was
triggered by RF pulses, and the stimulation artifacts and neural responses to the stimulation were
recorded. The recording electrode signal was amplified (G = 2000) and low-pass filtered with a
cutoff frequency of 5 kHz. The amplified signals were digitized using a digital oscilloscope
(Tektronix 2004B).

5.3 Results
The device performance was characterized both ex vivo and in vivo. For ex vivo tests, the
stimulating electrode was immersed in phosphor-buffered saline. For in vivo tests, the stimulating
electrode was inserted into the brain of an anesthetized bird. We recorded the voltage and current
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pulses generated by the device as well as stimulation artifacts and stimulation-evoked neural
activity in an anesthetized bird. In addition, we tested the device in freely behaving small animals.
The stimulating electrode was implanted in the brain area HVC of a zebra finch (HVC is a
premotor area critically involved in generating the song). Using the wireless stimulator, we tested
the effects of brief (0.2–5 ms) voltage pulses on the acoustic structure of the bird's song.

5.3.1 Coupling from the transmitter to the receiver
Successful operation of the device is dependent on whether enough RF power to close the
MOSFET switch is coupled from the transmitter to the receiver. The MOSFET switch is closed
(Rds < 15 Ω) when Vg > 1.1 V. The LED turns on when the voltage on the LED is greater than
∼1.8 V; the light of the LED was used as an indicator that a sufficient gate voltage is applied to
MOSFET. With the lab lights on, the LED can be easily seen with naked eye for pulse durations
down to 40 μs (the shortest duration that could be achieved with our pulse generator); this
provides a very convenient and noninvasive way to test that the receiver circuit is working
properly while the receiver is on the behaving animal.
With an RF voltage amplitude of 8 V (into a high-impedance load) at 9.9 MHz, the LED
light was on at all x–y locations inside the cage between the plane of the primary coil and 3–4 in.
above the plane of the primary coil (see Supplementary Information). The coupling between the
primary and the secondary coil is directional, and maximum coupling occurs when the axes of the
primary and secondary coils are parallel to each other. The spatial range where the LED turns on
is not significantly decreased when the orientation of the secondary coil is changed by 25 degrees
or less; even larger receiver orientation changes (e.g., 45 degrees) have only a moderate effect on
the spatial range of the stimulation.
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The resonant frequency of the primary coil changes slightly with the vertical separation
between the coils L1 and L2. The separation between L1 and L2 was adjusted to yield maximum
brightness of the LED on the receiver before the stimulating electrode was connected to the
receiver.
There is a delay of about 30 μs between the onset of the command (+5 V) pulse and the
onset of the neural stimulation pulse. This delay is mostly due to the delay between the onset of
the command pulse and the onset of the RF pulse (25 μs), there is also a smaller time lag (∼5 μs)
between the onset of the RF pulse and the onset of the stimulation pulse. These delay values are
small compared to the pulse duration (200 μs) and to the duration of a typical neural spike, so, for
most neural stimulation experiments, the neural stimulation can be considered effectively
synchronous with the command pulse.
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Figure 5-2. Device and in vitro test
(a) The top view of the chip with externally attached batteries, coil and LED. (b) A zebra
finch implanted with the chip. (c and d) In vitro measurements of the current through the
electrodes in PBS in both voltage and current source mode—top traces: external triggering
pulses; middle traces: amplitude-modulated RF voltage applied to the primary coil system;
bottom traces: current pulses in the voltage source mode (c) and in the current source mode for
two different current set values (d). The stimulating electrode is immersed in saline.

5.3.2 Stimulator performance
Voltage source mode
In the voltage source mode, during the stimulating pulse, the voltage across the
stimulating electrode is equal to the battery voltage VS (the voltage drop across the resistor R3 is
negligible compared to the voltage drop across the electrode). The current is determined by the
impedance of the electrode in the tissue. The stimulating current can be monitored by measuring
the voltage drop across the resistor R3. Fig. 5-2c shows the time dependence of the current
through the electrode in the voltage source mode when the electrode is immersed in PBS. The
stimulating pulses are 200 μs long. The current is about 550 μA; the slightly larger current in the
first 30 μs after the onset of the pulse is due to the charging of the double layer capacitance. The
measured rise time of the current is 2 μs, the fall-time is 8 μs.
Current source mode
With the current source design, the stimulating current can be set by adjusting resistor
R4. The voltage compliance of the current source is equal to the battery voltage VS = 6 V (if two
batteries are used). The maximum stimulation current that can be delivered is limited by the
short-circuit current of the op-amp which is about 400 μA. Fig. 5-3a shows the current pulses
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delivered by the device when the stimulating electrode is in saline for currents between 25 and
245 μA. The duration of the trigger pulse is 200 μs. The rise time of the current pulses is about 35
μs; the fall time is about 20 μs.

Figure 5-3. Tuning the stimulating current in the current source mode of the device.
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Labels on both plots indicate the values of current set by adjusting resistor R4. (a) The
current pulses of different amplitudes with the electrode immersed in saline. (b) The current
pulses of different amplitudes with the electrode inserted in the brain of anesthetized bird. The
supply voltage VS = 6 V for all curves except VS = 9 V for the 240 μA curve. (c) Command
pulse (top trace), RF pulse (middle trace), and stimulus artifacts and stimulation-evoked multiunit neural activity (bottom traces) in premotor brain area RA of anesthetized bird.

5.3.3 Neural activity evoked by wireless stimulation
We recorded the stimulation artifacts and the multi-unit neural activity evoked by the
stimulation in brain area RA (see Section 2). Fig. 5-3c shows the stimulation pulse artifacts and
the increase of the multi-unit neural activity in the time window between 3 ms and 10 ms
following the onset of the stimulation pulses. The stimulating pulse duration is 200 μs; the current
is 200 μA. The transient increase of neural activity following the stimulation pulse demonstrates
that the device is effective in evoking neural activity in vivo.

5.3.4 Wireless stimulation of neural circuits in small behaving animals
We have implanted a stimulating electrode in the premotor area HVC (used as a proper
name) of an adult zebra finch and studied the effects of brief electrical stimulation in HVC on the
acoustic structure of the song. The song of a zebra finch consists of repeating sequences of vocal
elements called the song motif.18 Each song motif consists of several syllables21; the acoustic
structure of the motif and syllables in adult bird is highly stereotypical.18 HVC plays a critical role
in the premotor coding of the bird's song29,43,45, and electrical stimulation in HVC has been shown
to perturb the acoustic structure of the song (Vu et al., 1994, Vu et al., 1998 and Wang et al.,
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2002).53,125,163 Because of high stereotypy of the song, the detection and the analysis of the song
perturbations due to electrical stimulation is greatly simplified.
Fig. 4(a) shows several instances of the song motif consisting of four syllables (A, B, C,
and D) in unperturbed songs (all motifs are aligned to the onset of syllable B). Fig. 5-4(b–d)
shows the effects of the stimulation on the acoustic structure of the song. When the stimulating
pulse (200 μs pulse duration) occurs between syllables A and B, the pulse causes distortions of
the acoustic structure of syllable B (Fig. 5-4b). Stimulation during syllable B (200 μs pulse
duration) leads to either a distortion of the acoustic structure of the subsequent syllable (C), or to
a motif termination (Fig. 5-4c). Longer stimulating pulses lead to stronger distortions of the song:
for 5 ms pulse duration, stimulation between syllables A and B and during the syllable B usually
causes song termination (Fig.5-4d). Fig. 4(e and f) shows the spectral similarity scores for intact
syllables B and C and for the syllables B and C perturbed by 200 μs long stimulation pulses to
template syllables B and C (see Section 2). For both syllables B and C, stimulation significantly
reduces the spectral similarity score of the syllable to the syllable template: the P-values for the
distributions of similarity scores are P < 3 × 10−5 for syllable B and P < 10−6 for syllable C. This
indicates that the stimulation causes statistically significant perturbations of the acoustic structure
of the song syllables.
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Figure 5-4. Effects of wireless stimulation in premotor brain area HVC of a zebra finch.
(a) Intact song motifs are highly stereotypical and consist of syllables A, B, C and D. (b)
Stimulating between syllables A and B causes perturbations of syllable B. Vertical red lines are
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temporal locations of stimulating pulses. (c) Stimulating during syllable B causes distortions of
syllable C. For (b) and (c), the pulse duration is 200 μs. (d) Longer stimulating pulses (pulse
duration 5 ms) cause stronger song perturbations—terminations of the song motif. (e) and (f)
show the distributions of the spectral similarity scores for the intact syllables and for the syllables
perturbed by the stimulation. (e) Distribution of the similarity scores of syllable B, nintact = 312,
nperturbed = 23, P<3×10-5 (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). (f) Distribution of the similarity scores of
syllable C, nintact = 320, nperturbed = 44, P<10-6 (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).

5.4 Discussion
The device described above provides a simple and convenient means to carry out wireless
stimulation of neural circuits in behaving animals. The device possesses several attractive
features that can significantly simplify neural microstimulation experiments in small behaving
animals.
Small weight allows using the device for wireless neural stimulation in small animals that
cannot carry a lot of weight (e.g., songbirds that may not be able to carry more than 2 g weight on
their heads). The device can be made using commercially available components and without the
need to fabricate custom micro-chips. This eliminates the expense and the necessity to have
access to microfabrication facilities and technical expertise to design and make micro-chips. It is
easy to connect and disconnect the device from the animal.
The device can be reliably triggered by an RF pulse having a voltage amplitude of only
8 V (into a high-impedance load); this voltage is sufficient for triggering the stimulator anywhere
in a physical volume of approximately 8 in.×7.5 in.×3 in. (L ×W ×H). Such a low RF voltage can
be generated by a number of commercially available RF generators with external amplitude
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modulation input, and these RF generators have become relatively inexpensive. A simple way of
triggering the stimulation with a +5 V command voltage pulse make the transmitter hardware and
the control of the neural stimulation simple and intuitive, and the stimulation is effectively
synchronous with the command pulse.
The device has voltage compliance equal to the total voltage of the batteries (6 V if two
batteries are used) and a fairly high maximum stimulation current (about 400 µA). In a current
source mode, it is possible to control the output current with a single variable resistor. In the
voltage source mode, the maximum stimulation current can be even higher (in the mA range) if
the electrode impedance is low enough. If high stimulation currents are desired, it is necessary to
use low-impedance stimulation electrodes. The compliance voltage of the stimulator is equal to
the power supply voltage VS and can be increased if additional batteries are used.
Our device has a flexible design that can be modified straightforwardly to tailor the
device to specific experimental needs. It is possible to achieve higher stimulation currents by
using an op-amp with higher maximum output.1 Several design modifications can be used to
increase the spatial range where wireless stimulation can be realized. The increase of the number
of windings or the loop area of the secondary coil will decrease the minimum strength of RF
magnetic field required to trigger neural stimulation. Alternatively, the use of charge-pumping
circuits186 will enable to trigger the stimulator using lower RF voltage from the transmitter. Both
of these modifications will increase the spatial range where wireless stimulation can be realized.
Such an extension of the spatial range may be desirable for behavioral experiments involving
larger animal enclosures (tracks, mazes, etc.).2
Finally, we would like to note that wireless stimulation devices based on custom-made
microchips utilize much more advanced technology and, therefore, can deliver better performance
than the simple circuits described in this paper. However, at present, the capabilities to make and
to use these high-tech devices are not widely available in a neuroscience community. The
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simplicity of assembling and the ease of control of the device described in this paper make it an
attractive low-cost option for wireless neural stimulation in small behaving animals. Such simple
wireless stimulation devices will keep being useful to neuroscientists.

5.5 Future applications
It has been demonstrated that this device can reliably perturb the neural activity in a
singing bird and consequently affect its songs. This device can be used in combination with the
fast syllable detection system as described in Chapter 3 to stimulate the neural circuit at the
moment when the targeted syllable is sung. The stimulating pulses can also be delivered with
various time delays so that can potentially stimulate the brain at any time during a song. This tool
will be particularly useful for studying the moment-to-moment singing control by the involved
brain areas. By carefully adjusting the amplitude of the current pulses, a small current may be
able to vary the neural activity without interrupting the song. Such microstimulation can be
potentially used to locate the neural substrates that control the syntax of the song.
The device can deliver pulses to one of two sets of bipolar electrodes with the other set
shorted by a jumper wire. In this way, the two hemispheres can be studied and their roles in
singing control can be differentiated.
Due to the short of time, the proposed experiments were not carried out before this thesis
was written. Future researchers can use our device to continue the study about the neural
mechanisms of syntax generation in songbirds.
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Appendix A
A semi-automatic algorithm for song segmentation and classification
Song preprocessing
Songs were recorded with a sample rate of 40kHz. The sound pressure waveform was
first zero-mean normalized. The waveform was converted to a spectrogram of 512 window size
and 95% overlap, yielding a 0.6 ms time resolution and 78.1 Hz frequency resolution. The natural
logarithm of the power spectral density (denoted as

) in the frequency range between 1

kHz and 10 kHz was used for the following processing. The summation of each column of
, roughly equivalent to the logarithmic scaled amplitude envelope, was obtained and
denoted as

. The spectral entropy, as
, was also calculated.

Both

and

were rescaled to be in the range of

point was used for segmentation (

. The maximum of

and

at each time

). Considering both features for

segmentation was intended to take both sounds of relatively large amplitude and relatively large
entropy into account. Values contained in

that were smaller than 0.001 were leveled up to

0.001. The nature logarithm was taken for this signal to decrease the variation of the amplitude so
that syllables with smaller amplitude can be detected (Fig. S1). Up to here, the pre-processing of
the song signal is completed.
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Figure S1 Signal pre-processing
(a) Sound pressure (raw signal). (b) Entropy (red) and amplitude (blue) of the signal. (c) The
logarithmically scaled signal

. Red line is the mean of

plus one half of its

standard deviation.

Song segmentation
The basic idea for finding the syllable onsets and offsets is to find the local maxima and
minima of the first derivative of the signal. In order to eliminate the local extremes within the
syllables, amplitudes beyond a threshold as

(as shown in

Figure S1 c) were flatted out. Then the local maxima and minima were searched. The illegal
detections were excluded, e.g., offsets before onsets were deleted, the highest peak was used if
more than one peak were detected between two onsets/offsets. Then the syllables were
determined based on several standards: minimal syllable duration, minimal gap duration,
maximal gap duration before and after the syllable. Extremely short syllables were ignored. Very
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close syllables were merged. Syllables that had large gap before and after it were considered as
calls and were excluded. The segmentation result is shown in Figure S2.

Figure S2 Song segmentation result
(a) Song spectrogram with segmentation. Red lines highlight syllable onsets and green lines
highlight syllable offsets. (b) First derivative of the signal. Peaks are where the onsets are while
valleys are where the offsets are.

Segmentation evaluation
This method has several pros. First, it is capable of detecting the syllables of relatively
small amplitude. Second, the signal to noise ratio of the first derivative of the signal is high (Fig.
S2 b), since many small variations during the gap and within the syllables have been flatted.
Third, the determination of the syllable onsets and offsets does not depend on the threshold but
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only the nature of the signal itself. This is good because we need a universal standard for all the
songs that does not rely on human judgment.
The major con of this method is that sometimes it picks noises and mistakenly treat them
as syllables. To avoid this, an extra step is needed before the signal is logarithmically scaled. A
second con is that, compared to traditional threshold crossing methods, the local maxima and
minima, especially the local minima, can be skipped. In this case, adjacent syllables may be
joined. A potential problem of flatting the signal within the syllable by a threshold value is that
the abrupt change of its first derivative may cause dips that are greater than those caused by real
syllable offsets and consequently lead to false detections. To overcome this problem, one can
smooth the signal within the syllables instead of setting it to one value.
Nevertheless, overall, this method solved the problem of amplitude-dependent threshold
crossing and gives us syllable segments with relatively reliable onsets and offsets. It is
particularly important for the study of song timing.
Syllable classification using SVM
The segmented songs were labeled manually. The syllable types were determined by eye.
For each bird, about 10-20 songs were labeled manually for training a supported vector
machine(SVM) for syllable classification. The syllable features used for classification were
obtained as below. The nature logarithm of the power spectral density was converted to binary
based on a threshold so that the spectrogram was converted to its contour. The first 65ms of the
syllable(if shorter, padded with 0) was used. This 65ms binary matrix was converted to a single
vector and this whole vector was used as the feature vector of one syllable. The syllable labels,
together with their feature vectors, were used for training a SVM. For each song, the same
training sets were used to predict the syllables in this song. This step was realized by an open
source MATLAB function 'multisvm'.
Syllable classification evaluation
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Correct syllable class prediction depends on correct song segmentation. The evaluation
below is conditional on correct song segmentation. 118 songs containing 7857 syllables from 4
birds were used for this evaluation. The percentage correct prediction for the 4 birds are 100%,
92.2%, 98.3% and 99.5%, respectively, yielding a

correct prediction on average.

The performance of this method varies, depending on the syllable structures of a bird's song.
Spectrally similar, but syntactically different syllables may be hard to be distinguished
automatically. When manually classifying syllables, the classification involved human judgment.
This error can be fixed given the context of the syllable.
Overall, this segmentation and classification method accelerated data analysis
significantly.
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